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Abstract 
While many scholars have explained neoliberalism and its impact on the economic, political and 
social spheres, writers have successfully grasped the everyday realities created by the 
implementation of the neoliberal policies. In my thesis, I am going to use literary maps to 
analyze three novels written by Egyptian writers at different stages of the neoliberal project. The 
novels are: Malik al-hạzin (1983) (The Heron, 2005) by Ibrahim Aslan, An takun ʻAbbas al-Abd 
(2003) (Being Abbas El Abd, 2009) by Ahmed Alaidiy and Yutubiya (2008) (Utopia, 2011) by 
Ahmed Khaled Towfik. Mapping the three novels demonstrate the changes that the city of Cairo 
and its inhabitants have undergone in the neoliberal era. 
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A Note on Transliteration  
This thesis follows the Arabic transliteration system used by the Library of Congress. 
However, some names are differently transliterated in the translated versions of the 
Arabic novels analyzed here. The same goes for some authors and writers who 
transliterate their names differently. Those names are kept here as they appear in the 
translated novels and original papers. 
 
A Note on Maps 
This thesis depends primarily on Google maps. Older maps of Cairo (which corresponds 
to the time when the novels were written) do not show the details of neighborhoods 
where narratives take place. However, the maps used here are efficient in showing 
patterns of mobility and exclusion within the city space. 
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“Without a certain kind of space, a certain kind of story is simply impossible.” 
Franco Moretti 
Atlas of the European Novel 
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There are two stories that stand behind this research, one is professional and the 
other is personal. In fall 2014, I was enrolled in Cairo in the Modern Literary Imaginary 
class by Dr. Samia Mehrez. I wrote my mid-term paper about the futuristic representation 
of Cairo in Utopia by Ahmed Khaled Towfik. The novel is set in a divided world where 
the rich inhabit luxurious gated communities in the north coast, and the poor inhabit a 
deteriorated city deprived of basic infrastructure. The research has familiarized me with 
the concept of neoliberalism, the ideology that, as the Guardian columnist George 
Monbiot (2016) argues, “dominates our lives, (but) has, for most of us, no name.”1  
Before that research, I used to understand the different manifestations of 
neoliberalism as if they were independent of each other. For example, I used to think the 
phenomenon of informal housing areas is independent of gated communities or shopping 
malls; thus, I blamed the ‘absence’ of a governing body that would organize the city 
space and ensure a fair distribution of wealth. This differs completely from knowing both 
phenomena result from poor housing policies that subsidize the rich with land and 
abandon its responsibility toward the lower-income population. It is then I understood the 
role of the regime in impoverishing its citizens and transforming their rights into 
commodities. 
This distinction will lead me to the personal story. On the 25th of January 2011, I 
was marching the streets of Cairo demanding Bread, Freedom, Dignity and Social 
Justice. This was my first time joining a protest, and I remember how hesitant I was while 
 
1 Monbiot, George. “Neoliberalism – the Ideology at the Root of All Our Problems”. The Guardian. April 2016. 
Retrieved at: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/apr/15/neoliberalism-ideology-problem-george-monbiot 
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my fellow protesters chanted al-shaʻb yurīd isqāṭ al-niẓām. Back then, I did not 
understand what “al-niẓām” meant, and I thought it was equivalent to Mubarak and his 
interior minister Habib al-Adly. I took part in the revolution on the assumption that the 
president and the government were corrupt, and this explains why I left the square after 
Mubarak had stepped down. I could see the change coming, and couldn’t anticipate that 
the regime is greater than the sum of its parts.  
By the end of Cairo in the Literary Imaginary class, Dr. Mehrez allowed us to 
choose between writing a final paper or a short story. I chose the latter, and for six weeks, 
I interviewed several people about their experience in Tahrir, one of whom was Hossam 
who lost his left eye during the confrontations on the Friday of anger. It was a cold 
November night and we were standing at the entrance of Muhammad Mahmmūd Street 
when Hossam told me that ‘people of Tahrir’ are imprisoned in a moment that others 
know nothing about. This exactly what motivates me to embark on this research: I am 
imprisoned in a revolutionary moment, and for six years I have been continuously 
attempting to understand how it happened, why it happened, and why it ceased to happen 
again. Integral to this attempt is the study of neoliberalism as the dominant ideology 
which has been accused of subjecting Egyptians and the Arab population to harsh and 
dehumanizing living conditions2 since its implementation in the seventies of the last 
century; an epoch that is abundantly represented in the Arabic novel. 
There is a relation that exists between the novel and the nation state as proposed 
by Benedict Anderson in his outstanding book Imagined Communities (1991). As a 
 
2 Hourani, Nagib.B, and Ahmed Kanna. "Arab Cities in the Neoliberal Moment: Darab Cities in the Neoliberal 
Moment." Journal of Urban Affairs, vol. 36, 2014. pp. 600-604. P.600 
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concept, the nation state is built on the assumption that nationals of one state will never 
have the opportunity to meet each other; nevertheless, they can still imagine their 
simultaneous existence as a “solid community moving steadily down (or up) history.”3 
This imagination is made possible by both the novel and the newspaper which have 
provided the technical apparatus “for ‘re-presenting’ the kind of imagined community 
that is the nation.”4  
Despite being mostly a solitary activity, reading a novel (or a newspaper) 
facilitates the formation of an imagined community whose members identify with the text 
and with each other in terms of the shared calendrical time and the familiar landscape of 
the novel.5 Anderson comments on an example that he gives from the Indonesian 
literature and says: 
“Here, (…) we are in a world of plurals: shops, offices, carriages, kampungs, and 
gas lamps.(…) We the –Indonesian- readers are plunged immediately in calendrical time 
and a familiar landscape; some of us may well have walked those ‘sticky’ Semarang 
roads. Once again, a solitary hero is juxtaposed to a socioscape described in careful, 
general detail.”6 
The above example emphasize the centrality of space and time, as narrative 
elements, in the representation of the nation state, but what space is relevant to 
understand the neoliberal state of Egypt? It goes without saying that Cairo will be the 
 
3Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. Verso, New 
York;London. 1991. P.26 
4 Ibid. P.25 
5 Ibid. P.32 
6 ibid 
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focus of this thesis for the reason that, and as argued by Samia Mehrez in The Literary 
Atlas of Cairo (2010), the city space has dominated much of the Egyptian literary 
production of the twentieth century. For it contains the social, economic and political 
spheres, “Cairo becomes a protagonist whose existence is indispensable for the existence 
of the narratives themselves.” 7 
I started this introduction with a statement by the literary critic and historian 
Franco Moretti who says: “Without a certain kind of space, a certain kind of story is 
simply impossible.” My research question is: How did the novel, as a literary genre, re-
present the neoliberal city of Cairo? 
Theoretical Framework 
 
This research is based largely on ‘literary maps’ as an analytic tool presented by Franco Moretti 
in his book Atlas of the European Novel (1999). Moretti is an Italian, Marxist literary historian 
and critic who has always been interested in a “scientific approach to literature”8. By scientific 
approach I mean employing different theoretical frameworks, originally developed in natural or 
social sciences to study World Literature; a term used first by Goethe and Marx to denote the 
circulation of many national and local literatures beyond their national boundaries9. Moretti has 
dedicated much of his academic attempts to find tools that would allow scholars to study this 
huge corpse of literary production around the world, not by reading more, but by reading 
distantly, and through applying different quantitative and digital tools to study the history of 
 
7Mehrez, Samia. The Literary Atlas of Cairo: One Hundred Years on the Streets of the City. American University in 
Cairo Press, Cairo, 2010. P.5 
8 Dinsman, Melissa. “The Digital in the Humanities: An Interview with Franco Moretti” Los Angeles Review of Books. 
Retrieved at: https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/the-digital-in-the-humanities-an-interview-with-franco-moretti/ 
9 Moretti, Franco. “Conjectures on World Literature”. New Left Review, vol. 1, January- February 2000. Retrieved 
at: https://newleftreview.org/II/1/franco-moretti-conjectures-on-world-literature 
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world literature and culture.10 As he simply puts it, “a new “science” emerges where a new 
problem is pursued by a new method.” For Moretti, World Literature is the new problem, and 
Digital Humanities is the new science to address it.11 
In Atlas of the European Novel, Moretti embarks on writing the history of 
European Novel during the 18th and 19th centuries through the use of literary geography. 
The founding idea that stands beyond his attempt is this: 
“Geography is not an inert container, is not a box where cultural history happens, 
but an active force, that pervades the literary field and shapes it in depth. Making the 
connection between geography and literature explicit, then- mapping it: because a map is 
precisely that, a connection made visible- will allow us to see some significant 
relationships that have so far escaped us.”12 
 Then he explains that literary geography could mean two different things. It may 
refer to the study of space in literature or literature in space. The first instance is 
dominated by the fictional text where he studies “Balzac’s version of Paris, the Africa of 
colonial romances, Austen’s redrawing of Britain.”13 The second instance is concerned 
with real historical space such as the provincial libraries of Victorian Britain, or the 
European diffusion of Don Quixote and Buddenbrooks. In the first two chapters, Moretti 
follows the fictional space in literature, while he dedicates the last chapter to literature in 
the real space. Moretti depends in both quests on actual maps used as analytical tools 
which “dissect the text in an unusual way, bringing to light relations that would otherwise 
remain hidden.”14 The map allows us to examine the literary space through which the plot 
 
10 Mehrez, Samia. “Mapping the Novel: Moretti and the Re-Making of Literary History." Alif: Journal of 
Comparative Poetics, n° 34, 2014. P.68 
11 Moretti, Franco. “Conjectures on World Literature”. 
12 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel, 1800-1900. Verso, New York;London. 1999. P.3 
13 ibid 
14 ibid 
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unfolds, with its boundaries, taboos and routes. And then we can see the “internal logic of 
narrative: the semiotic domain around which a plot coalesces and self organizes.”15 Let’s 
take an example from the Atlas to explain how this tool works. 
 
Map 1- Jane Austen’s Britain 
 
The above map shows the places where Jane Austen’s plots begin and end. 
Literary mapping works by selecting a textual feature, which is the beginning and ending 
in this case, finding the required data, putting it on the map then looking at it. The map 
shall reveal a pattern. The pattern that the above map reveals is one of exclusion: Jane 
Austen’s Britain excludes Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and Cornwall. It is only England that 
is present in this world, not all of England, but England before the industrial revolution, 
which contrasts with the map of industrialized Britain. This contrast reveals the conflict 
 
15 Ibid. P.5 
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that exists between both worlds: the old monarchy and the new industrialized country. 
Given that the novel is the representation of the nation state; therefore, the structure of the 
novel reveals the conflicts and divisions present in the nation itself. Through these 
conflicts, literary narratives are woven. 
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Map 2- Social Classes in London 
Moretti starts the second chapter of the Atlas of the European Novel with Charles 
Booth’s map of social classes in London in 1889. This map is a section of the original 
Booth’s map which investigates the economic texture of each block in city. As Moretti 
explains, at the macroscopic level, this map shows that “London is a self- organizing 
system, with a significant set of regular patterns: large commercial arteries trace bright 
red networks almost everywhere in the city. Extreme poverty peaks near the Thames, and 
slowly decreases in the direction of the suburbs. Great wealth concentrates in the West 
End.”16  However, on the microscopic level, the map shows the rapid transitions between 
social classes in the city; a transition so quick that “a good walker could cross the entire 
spectrum of Booth’s seven classes in no more than five minutes.”17 This fast change 
between classes evokes confusion when one attempts to read the city. Hence, Moretti’s 
main question in this chapter is: How novels ‘read’ cities? By what narrative mechanisms 
did they make them legible, and turn urban noise into information?”18 
Moretti answers this question through mapping different works of both classical 
and popular British literature, all of which protect their readers from randomness by 
reducing the city into class,19 and erecting a border, through the movement of characters 
in the city, that stands between east and west of Regent Street.20 This binary narrative 
model is challenged by Balzac’s representation of Paris where his plots move fluidly 
 
16 Ibid. P.77 
17 Ibid. P. 78 
18 Ibid. P.79 
19Ibid. P.79, 105 
20 Ibid. P.83 
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between five or six major sites. This fluidity is facilitated by the presence of the Latin 
Quarter, a product of social division of labor21, where Balzac’s protagonists reside, but 
they soon move across the city space searching for their objects of desire, which are 
women and money. In Balzac’s world, Paris is made legible through the protagonists’ 
pursuit of desire. 
Balzac’s Paris is more complex than the two-pole London. Moretti explains that a 
morphological difference exists between both plots. Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the 
Folktale concludes that a plot results from the binary opposition between two antithetical 
spaces. This demonstrates why the Silver Fork and Newgate genres reduce the urban 
complexity of London in the East and West of Regent Street. Balzac replaces this binary 
model by a triangular one where the plot consists of three fields: the field of the 
protagonist, the antagonist and then a third narrative pole “which intersects the narrative 
line, and changes its course.”22 The third pole enters the narrative as a force of social 
mediation, and as the plot unfolds we find that the story is about this third pole, who or 
which, stands between two fields of power and is surrounded by their hostile forces. This 
tension requires a resolution. In Dickens’ world, the third is the middle class who prefer 
to keep a distance from London through working in the city and living in the suburbs. In 
Balzac’s world, the third is the Latin Quarter whose inhabitants escape the complicated 
urban life by falling further into the heart of the urban turbulence.23 Balzac and Dickens 
 
21 In commodity economy, the manufacturing process is subdivided into separate and independent branches of 
industry which are then exchanged. In Paris, the Latin Quarter is dominated by the University of Sorbonne which 
makes the Latin Quarter known for its student life. Due to social division of labor in Paris, residents in the Latin 
Quarter commute between different places in the city seeking work and pursuing desire.  
22 Ibid. P.108 
23 Ibid. P.120 
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then employ different plot twists to unify their cities: Balzac’s characters change classes, 
but Dickens unify London through the bloodline that turns the city into a family, where 
the middle class is stable with little ambitions to ascend the social ladder. 
 
Mapping Cairo 
 
 
Map 3- Cairo 
Source: Failed Architecture 
 
Like Moretti, I start this section with a map that shows the division in the city 
space. Unlike Booth’s map of London, a good walker would need several hours to cross 
19 
 
the entire spectrum of social classes in Cairo24. Since its implementation, the neoliberal 
project has subjected the city of Cairo to a series of ‘spatial transformations’ that aimed at 
facilitating both the economic and touristic activities.25 Thus, new urban spaces have 
emerged on the fringes of the city and on the wreckage of old neighborhoods as well. The 
gap between the rich and poor has widened despite the many promises that have been cut 
to achieve social justice. Why did the city develop in such divided and segregated 
pattern? One cannot answer this question without looking deeper into the main features 
of the neoliberal ideology and its history of implementation in Cairo. 
The Seventies: The Re-orientation toward the Open Door Policy 
The premise that the neoliberal ideology is based on, as explained by David Harvey 
(2005), is that increased production is fundamental to human wellbeing. To promote 
production, it is essential to liberate individual entrepreneurial skills within an 
institutional framework “characterized by strong private property rights, free market and 
free trade. The role of the state is to create and preserve an institutional framework 
appropriate to such practices.”26 
On one hand, the State shall provide the legal structure and function to facilitate 
and protect private ownership, and on the other hand, to employ its repressive power to 
ensure the proper functioning of the market and to eliminate whatever hinders the 
entrepreneurial process. One good example of these obstacles is the public sector which 
distorts the rule of the market and therefore must be privatized and deregulated. 
 
24 Map 3 does not show the divisions within the grey areas in the city center or on the fringes of the city; however, 
it gives a simplified overview on the spatial segregation within Cairo.  
25Ghannam, Farha. Remaking the Modern: Space, Relocation, and the Politics of Identity in a Global Cairo. 
University of California Press, Berkeley, Calif, 2002. P.29 
26 Harvey, David. A Brief History of Neoliberalism, Oxford University Press. New York;Oxford. 2005. P.2 
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Additionally, the State must use its power to create markets if they do not exist in fields 
like education, environment or health care. Beyond these practices, the State shall not 
intervene so as not to distort the market rule.27 Neoliberalism finally assumes that 
liberating the entrepreneurial skills will increase productivity and the effects of economic 
growth will trickle down to everyone and eventually eliminate poverty.28 
In April 1974, former president Anwar al-Sadat announced the reorientation of 
Egypt toward the open door policy. According to Sadat, the economic losses incurred by 
the Arab Israeli war amounted to 10,000 million Egyptian pounds, and the growing 
military expenditures during the war years caused the growth rate to drop from 6.7% in 
1965 to less than 5% in 1973; thus, the new set of policies were sought to recover the 
economy and meet the post war development goals.29 
 The implementation of the neoliberal policies in 1974, as explained by Galal 
Amin (2000), meant “The opening of virtually all doors to the importation of foreign 
goods and capital, the removal of restrictions on Egyptian local investment, and the 
gradual withdrawal of the state from its active role in the economy.”30 It was assumed 
that the set of policies would succeed in bringing the western know-how, the Arab capital 
together with the Egyptian manpower to benefit all parties. To facilitate this 
transformation, the city has to change to accommodate the new investment demands. 
Real estate developers led the march of progress, and “construction boomed in and 
 
27 ibid 
28 Ibid P.64, 65 
29 Sadat, Anwar. “October Paper”, Alyoum. 19 April, 1974. 
30 Amin, Galal A. Whatever Happened to the Egyptians?: Changes in Egyptian Society from 1950 to the Present. 
American University in Cairo Press, Cairo, 2000. P.9 
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around Cairo, hotel chains dotted the Nile Corniche, bridges and new roads were 
constructed to facilitate the circulation of goods and people, and conspicuous 
consumption soared.”31 
However, the above assumption was never materialized because the foreign 
investors were reluctant to invest in long-term projects in an unstable country that still 
lacked proper infrastructure32. As a result, investments were of ‘unproductive’ nature, and 
were directed to the tertiary sector as stated by Hamied Ansari in Egypt, the Stalled 
Society (1987):  
The infusion of foreign capital did not contribute in any tangible sense to 
industrialization efforts. Foreign ventures were mostly concentrated in the tertiary sector. 
As many as seventy banks emerged, and several hotels were hurriedly constructed amid 
wild schemes to transform Egypt into a tourist haven.33 
 (…) 
Boutiques and mini supermarkets sprang up in the more prosperous sections of 
the sprawling Cairo metropolis. In the public mind, the Infitah not only meant a great 
variety of cheeses on the shelves of stores frequented by the upper classes, but it also 
meant congested streets thanks to restrictions being lifted on imports of cars and every 
other object on wheels. Gradually and inexorably, the cars and donkey carts began to 
impinge the sidewalks, leaving pedestrians to fend for themselves as well as their reflexes 
permitted.34 
 
The construction sector catered for the housing and urban needs of the middle and 
upper classes. This again was facilitated by housing policies which, as Timothy Mitchell 
argues, “Subsidized the rich by supplying them with cheap land and infrastructure to 
establish semipublic or completely private spaces, such as shopping malls and gated 
 
31 Ghannam, Farha. P.29 
32 Ansari, Hamied. Egypt, the Stalled Society. The American University in Cairo Press, Cairo, 1987.P.186 
33 ibid 
34 ibid 
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communities, to cater for their consumption and habitation needs.”35 While at the same 
time, the regime privatized the majority of public sector firms leading to massive labor 
displacement, and reduced public spending on housing and other public services leading 
to the sprawling growth of informal housing areas which now accommodate about 65% 
of Egyptians across the whole country36. 
The differentiation between the rich and the poor has become “spatially 
concretized,”37 which has led Leila Vignal and Eric Denis (2006) to conclude that “the 
face of poverty has changed with the passage from a society of shortages to a society of 
consumerism, without a redistribution of revenue that would enable either the growth or 
survival of the middle class.”38 Accordingly, the city of Cairo has become largely divided 
between gated communities and urban ghettos.  
The series of spatial transformations that has taken place in Cairo, and their 
consequences on the social, political and economic life of the city inhabitants are 
represented in the literary production of the city. This representation “is not simply a 
physical presence that writers reproduce; rather, the city is a construct that continues to 
be reinvented by its inhabitants—in this case, its writers—each according to his or her 
experiential eye and personal encounter with it.”39 Therefore, it is the focus of this thesis 
to understand, in Moretti’s words, how novels ‘read’ cities? And by what narrative 
 
35 Cited in Vignal, Leila & Denis, Eric. “Cairo as Regional/ Global Economic Capital?” Cairo Cosmopolitan. American 
University in Cairo Press. P.111 
36 Tarbush, Nada. "Cairo 2050: Urban Dream or Modernist Delusion?" Journal of International Affairs, vol. 65, n° 2, 
2012, pp. 171-186. 
37 Vignal, Leila & Denis, Eric. “Cairo as Regional/ Global Economic Capital?” Cairo Cosmopolitan. American 
University in Cairo Press. P.111 
38 ibid 
39 Mehrez, Samia. The Literary Atlas of Cairo: One Hundred Years on the Streets of the City. P.3. 
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mechanisms do writers represent the division and segregation as they are witnessed in the 
city space? 
Research Methodology 
For the purpose of this thesis, I choose three narratives which represent the city in 
different moments of the neoliberal epoch, and through which the effects of neoliberalism 
are obvious on the city space and characters’ psyches. In chapter one, I will discuss The 
Heron by Ibrahim Aslan. Set on the eve of the bread riots, the Heron catches the details 
of the life of a Cairene neighborhood on the 17th of January 1977 when the cabinet, 
facing a huge public deficit, announced subsidy cuts. Through the juxtaposed stories of 
the Kit Kat inhabitants, the plot reveals the history and the present of the whole 
neighborhood. 
In chapter two, I will discuss Being Abbas El Abd by Ahmed Alaidy. Set in the 
turn of the 21st century, Being Abbas El Abd exposes the life of a Cairene schizophrenic 
who attempts to overcome his loneliness by going to a blind date. The fragmented plot is 
revealed through the movement of the protagonist across new urban spaces that have 
invaded the city like shopping malls, coffee shops and group therapy sessions. All of 
which are products of a globalized age that has overwhelmed the economic, social and 
political spheres of Cairo. 
In chapter three, I will discuss Utopia by Ahmed Khaled Towfik. Set in 2023, 
Utopia exhibits the division in the city space between gated communities and slum areas. 
Utopia is a gated community in the north coast where the rich isolate themselves from the 
poor and declining city outside. The split narrative is told by both the protagonist and the 
24 
 
antagonist who meet when the antagonist embarks on a human hunting trip outside 
Utopia, through which the plot unfolds. 
The three works have been thoroughly studied by different scholars; however, 
they haven’t been investigated by the lens of literary geography before. In Atlas of the 
European Novel, Moretti studied canonical works from the nineteenth century’s 
European literature which had been studied exhaustively before his endeavor; 
nevertheless, his tool brought to light aspects of the texts that had not been presented 
before. On the other hand, this research focuses on the pattern that emerges from 
mapping the same textual features in the three narratives. Here I share with Samia 
Mehrez the same conviction that inspired her work in The Literary Atlas of Cairo; that 
literary geography cannot only change the way we read novels, but can also “change the 
way we read the space in which these novels came into being.”40 
The textual features that I will study in the three plots are (1) The geographical 
location of the plot and its relation to the wider city. (2) The boundaries of this world. (3) 
Who crosses the boundaries (4) and how are the boundaries crossed? (5) What is the 
quest of the central character? (6) Who or What is the third pole? (7) and what is its fate? 
(8) And finally, does the city’s different parts unite or not. These textual features, I 
assume, will lead us to patterns of exclusion and mobility inside the neoliberal city, 
reveal how the city is made legible, and how far the attempts of social mediation succeed 
in bringing the fragmented parts of the city together.  
 
40 Mehrez, Samia. Literary Atlas of Cairo. P. 2. 
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In his introduction to Atlas of the European Novel, Moretti quotes two paragraphs 
from Charles Sanders Peierce’s Prolegomena to an Apology for Pragmatism (1906), in 
which Peierce answer a question that was posed on him about the functionality of 
diagrammatizing thoughts “when the thought itself is present to us”41 His eloquent 
answer was: 
“One can make exact experiments upon uniform diagrams; and when one does so, 
one must keep a bright lookout for unintended and unexpected changes therby brought 
about in the relations of different significant parts of the diagram to one another. Such 
operations upon diagrams, whether external or imaginary, take the place of the 
experiment upon real things that one performs in chemical and physical research. 
Chemists have ere now, I need not say, described experimentation as the putting of 
questions to Nature. Just so, experiments upon diagrams are questions put to the Nature 
of the relations concerned.”42 
This research poses questions to the nature of the neoliberal city of Cairo, whose 
active force did not only prevade and shape the literary field, but also shaped the life of 
millions who inhabited and still inhabit the city. Thus, this work is a humble attempt to 
understand a complex yet dear space through its intricate stories. 
 
  
 
41 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.4 
42 ibid 
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Imbaba as a Ghetto 
Mapping The Heron by Ibrahim Aslan  
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In 2007, Ibrahim Aslan published his book ليبقلا اذه نم ءيش  (Something of this 
Sort) which is a collection of articles and short stories written while the author was 
moving from Imbaba where he lived most of his life and wrote most of his stories. In the 
prologue of this text, Aslan wrote: 
“Now, I am peeled off Imbaba. 
Like a dry, yet, living bark is removed from its mellow stem, 
and patched somewhere else.”43 (My translation) 
Aslan was born in a small village in Tanta in 1937 and came to Imbaba during his 
early childhood when his father, a post office employee, sought to move to Cairo to get a 
salary raise. The family settled in an alley which overlooks the Nile.  The alley, Aslan 
recalls, was too narrow to allow two people to walk together. Thus, the river bank was 
the meeting spot for the whole neighborhood, where children could play, fish and swim. 
This is where Aslan developed his interest in reading because his friend’s older brother 
used to sit alone by the river and read. Curious to discover what was interesting in a 
book, Aslan read the Thousand and One Nights and Kalila wa Dimna. Both books are 
said to have influenced Aslan’s style.44 
Aslan could not complete his formal education, but during early school years his 
English teacher Muhammad Abū Yusif (who later became a famous script writer) 
observed Aslan’s passion for reading. Thus, he helped Aslan fill the subscription form to 
 
43  .ميهاربإ .نلاصأيبقلا اذه نم ءيش.ل  .قورشلا راد2007ص .5ةبابمإ نع نلآا عزنأ":ةيبرعلاب صنلا . 
ةفاج ءاحل ةعطق عزنت امك 
ةيح تناك نإ و 
يرطلا اهعذج نع 
"رخآ عذجب قصتلت اميك 
44 .ص .قباسلا عجرملا11 
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Imbaba’s library where he could read more books. Done with primary school, Aslan was 
employed in Egypt Post just one year after the 1952 revolution. As a postman, Aslan 
discovered the space of downtown while he distributed mail. One night, after his shift had 
ended, Aslan expressed to his mentor his wish to be a writer, and the latter encouraged 
him to “read, read and read”.45  After reading Chekov, Aslan knew he wanted to be a 
short story writer. He felt this was the form that would contain all his dreams. He 
published four stories between 1964 and 1965, after which, Ghalib Halsa, Gamil Atiya 
and Ibrahim Mansour searched for Aslan to celebrate his writing,46 and in 1971, Aslan 
published his first collection of short stories which is titled  ءاسملا ةريحب (The Evening 
Lake).  
In her article "رصاعملا يرصملا بدلأا يف ةيرقلا ةباتك" (The Representation of the 
Village in Contemporary Egyptian Literature) Samia Mehrez explains that the 1952 
revolution had created a new middle class which enjoyed the privileges of this historic 
moment. The literary production of the sixties was dominated by writers who belonged to 
the new class, and who emerged within a local culture that contrasted with and departed 
away from the western model which had inspired their earlier counterparts.47 (My 
translation) After the revolution had nationalized the grand stores of downtown, the space 
became accessible to more Cairenes of humble backgrounds. Among which were 
 
45  .ص .قباسلا عجرملا26 
46  ."ضيغبلا يكلاهتسلاا حاتفنلاا تقبس ةفاقثلا ةحبذم ": ناونع تحت نلاصأ ميهاربإ عم راوح .ةراسةحودلا ةلجم ددعلا .10 ربوتكأ .1985 .
.ص103:راوحلا طبار . 
 http://archive.sakhrit.co/newPreview.aspx?PID=2034444&ISSUEID=5899&AID=143353 
47 يف ةيرقلا ةباتك" .ةيماس ،زرحم.  ".رصاعملا يرصملا بدلأا فقاوم رياربف .1993 .ص .165 جاتنلإا اذه نأ هيف كش لا امم و":ةيبرعلاب صنلا .
 باقعأ يف تنوكت ةريغص ةطسوتم ةقبط هترولب ايفاقث اجاتنإ هنوكب هقبس ام ىلإ سايقلاب زيمتي يبدلأا1952 ةبقحلا كلت اهل هتحاتأ امب تعفتنا و ،
جذامنلا )...( .ةيخيراتلا  نع دعابتي اقلاغنإ لثمت دق ةرتف يف ةليصأ ةيلحم ةفاقث ىلع جضن و نوكت ليج جاتنإ ميمص نم ئيجت اذه انثحب اهمدختسي يتلا
 ".يرصملا فقثملا نيوكت يف ةفولأملا لماوعلا نم لماعك ىراوت ام ناعرس يذلا يبرغلا "لاثملا" 
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intellects who met and discussed cultural matters in the cafes, bars and restaurants of 
downtown. This new pattern of socialization had created, as Dina Heshmat argues, a new 
bond with downtown that these intellects developed beside the initial bond they had with 
their original neighborhoods. 48 (My translation) 
After publishing The Evening Lake, Aslan became known as a short story writer. 
His writings attracted the attention of the Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz whom Aslan 
used to meet each Friday in Café Riche in downtown to discuss his works. Sometimes, 
Aslan would miss their weekly meeting due to his work circumstances. When Naguib 
Mahfouz knew about Aslan’s profession, he recommended Aslan to the writing 
scholarship offered by the Ministry of Culture to promising writers.  Mahfouz’s 
recommendation was joined by two others from Latifa al-Zayat and Salah Abd al-
Sabbour. As a result, Aslan received the scholarship, and this is how Malik al-hazin 
(1983) (English translation: The Heron by Elliott Colla (2005) came into being.49 (My 
translation) 
The Heron was written between 1972 and 1981. In his article  يف يرصملا بدلأا"
"ةماع ةرظن ءاقللا ةلواحم :تانيعبسلا (The Egyptian Literature in the Seventies: An Overview), 
Muhammad Sayyid Aly argues that the literary production of the seventies had its roots 
 
48  .انيد ،تمشحصاعملا و ثيدحلا يرصملا بدلأا يف ةرهاقلاريحاوضلا ةلزع ىلإ ةريبكلا ةنيدملا ملح نم : .ةفاقثلل ىلعلأا سلجملا .2006 ص .
24 ،25ابلا و يهاقملا يف نينانفلا و نيفقثملا ءاقلل اناكم دبلا طسو تحبصأ "هيفرتلل ايبعش اناكم" اهنوك ىلإ ةفاضلإاب و" :ةيبرعلاب صنلا . و تار
نم سانلأ دلبلا طسو تحتفنا اذكه )...( معاطملا  مهتقلاع تقلخ و .ةيركفلا مهلويم ساسأ ىلع "للش" تاعومجم يف نولباقتي ةيبعشلا ءايحلأا فلتخم
".يلصلأا مهئاضف ىلإ مهئامتنا نع لاضف ،ءامتنلاا ساسحإ نم اعون دلبلا طسوب 
49  .ميهاربإ .نلاصأليبقلا اذه نم ءيش .ص .27 و .ةريصقلا ةصقلل بتاكك تفرع دق تنك" :ةيبرعلاب صنلا . اعباتم و امتهم ظوفحم بيجن معلا ناك
تايدرولا ماظنب تلاصاوملا ةئيهب لمعأ تنك تقولا كلذ يف و .اهلوح ثدحتن و شير ىهقمب ةعمج موي لك يقتلن انك .تقولا كلذ يف هرشنأ امل رملأا ، 
 ي ةلاسر ةباتكب مركت يلمع ةعيبطب فرع امدنع وه و .ةعمجلا ءاقل نع انايحأ عطقنأ ينلعج يذلا و )...( .ةفاقثلا ةرازو نم غرفت ةحنمل اهيف ينيكز
اق ماع ةدمل غرفت ىلع لاعف تلصح و .روبصلا دبع حلاص رعاشلا لعف كلذك و ،ىرخلأا يه ينيكزت تبتكف رملأاب تايزلا ةفيطل ةروتكدلا تعمس لب
.ديدجتلل 
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in the 1967 defeat.50 Before the defeat, the sixties generation had benefited from the 
socialist regime which opened the cultural sphere for writers from humble backgrounds 
allowing them to publish their works in the formal cultural outlets.51 This newly formed 
sphere was divided in 1976 between writers who opposed the regime because of the 
political and military defeat, and writers who supported the regime in spite of it. The 
division was halted with the 1973 victory. But with the reorientation toward the open 
door policy in 1974, opposition grew again and the regime sought to silence opposing 
voices through controlling cultural outlets; a procedure described by intellects of the time 
as a “cultural massacre”. In 1979, Sadat signed the Camp David accords which ignited 
massive disapprovals from writers and intellects whom Sadat firmly punished by putting 
into jail. In their representation of this period, some writers clearly attacked the regime, 
while others focused on representing their spaces in the aftermath of the rapid political, 
economic and social changes52. To the latter group, Aslan belonged.  
In her article “ةحوتفم ةنيدم ةبابمإ” (Imbaba an Open City), Dina Heshmat (2001) 
argues that The Heron is a novel about Imbaba. This is indicated by Aslan’s initial 
intention to name his novel Imbaba Madina Maftouha, and by the actual title that Daoud 
Abd al-Sayyid chose for the cinematic adaptation of the novel: The Kit Kat.53 In The 
Heron, we read about the life of three generations who inhabited Imbaba since the 
beginning of the twentieth century. This aspect inspired the great writer and literary critic 
Radwa Ashour (2001) to compare Aslan’s narrative to Naguib Mahfouz’s trilogy. Her 
 
50  ".ةماع ةرظن ءاقللا ةلواحم :تانيعبسلا يف يرصملا بدلأا" .ديس دمحم ،يلعةديدجلا ةفاقثلا ددعلا .13 .1987.ص .18. 
51  .انيد تمشحيحاوضلا ةلزع ىلإ ةريبكلا ةنيدملا ملح نم :رصاعملا و ثيدحلا يرصملا بدلأا يف ةرهاقلا.ص . 108 
52 .ص .ديس دمحم ،يلع18-22 
53  .نلاصأ ميهاربلإ نيزحلا كلام ةياورل ةسارد :ةحوتفم ةنيدم ةبابمإ" .انيد ،تمشحةنكمأ ةلجم سطسغأ .ثلاثلا باتكلا .2001 ص .96 
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main hypothesis in a paper titled: "نلاصأ ميهاربلإ نيزحلا كلام و ظوفحم بيجن ةيثلاث" (The Trilogy 
of Naguib Mahfouz and The Heron of Ibrahim Aslan) is that both authors depict time 
differently. While Mahfouz’s relation with history is stable and confident, Aslan’s is 
“dialectic, puzzled, illogical, imposes alienation and loneliness, and calls for doubt and 
questioning.”54 While Heshmat attributes this puzzled relation to the rapid change 
brought by modernization, other scholars attribute the change to neoliberalism. In my 
opinion, both waves influenced the change because The Heron is a narrative of three 
generations who witnessed the transformation of the space from a small village at the 
beginning of the twentieth century to an industrial neighborhood during the forties and 
till the sixties. Then in the seventies came the reorientation toward the open door policy 
which affected the national industries, and allowed a different pattern of social mobility 
to emerge all over the city and within Imbaba itself. Unlike the trilogy of Mahfouz, 
which reflects the time in the narrative’s mirror, Aslan’s narrative acts as a convex lens 
which collects on its surface the diverging times to create one condense moment which is 
the 18th and 19th of January 1977.55 This condensation is built not by following the 
traditional plot structure (beginning, climax and end), but through multiple narrative 
miniatures56 that when ordered, tell the story of the neighborhood and its relation to the 
city.  
 
54  ".نلاصأ ميهاربلإ نيزحلا كلام و ظوفحم بيجن ةيثلاث" .ىوضر روشاعيقيبطتلا دقنلا يف ةركاذلا ودايص . .يبرعلا يفاقثلا زكرملا2001  .
ص39 صنلا . روعشلا اهردصم ،نانئمطلاا و ةقثلا نم ردقب مستت ةقلاع ظوفحم ةلاح يف خيراتلاب ةقلاعلا نأ اهصخلم اهحرطأ يتلا ةيضرفلا "ةيبرعلاب
م سكعلا ىلع نلاصأ ةلاح يف يه و .يناسنلاا دوجولا ننس نم ةنس و ،مولعم و موكحم اهيف ريغتملا و ةخسار اهيلع كرحتي يتلا ةيضرلأا نأب ،كلذ ن
إ ".لؤاستلا و كشلا ىلإ وعدت و ،بارتغا و ةدحولا ضرفت و قطنملا دقتفت ةكبترم ةيلاكشإ ةقلاع يه ذ 
55  .ىوضر ،روشاع43 نم قرفتملا قيضلا دودحملا لهحطس ىلع عمجت يتلا ةبدحملا ةسدعلل برقأ ودبت ،نلاصأ ةآرم فلتخت" :ةيبرعلاب صنلا .
يف ةفناكتم و ةفثكم ةنمزلأا لخادتت .ةعشلأا ".تضم ةديدع تاظحل اهيف عمجتت رضاحلا يف ةظحل قلخ 
56  .ص.ىوضر ،روشاع44 
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The Heron Trilogy 
 
“A short period of silence passed, then the voice returned and said that they probably 
didn’t know who the Baron Henri Meyer was: He used to own Imbaba back when it was 
all just cantaloupe fields.  
(…) 
Hagg Awadullah arrived from his distant village while we were in the market. 
(…) (and) worked for the Baron, collecting money from the peasants who rented land and 
grew cantaloupe on it.”57 
The first generation is constituted of farmers who came from different places 
across Egypt to settle in the village of Imbaba at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
As the text explains, the land then was owned by Baron Henri Meyer who rented it to 
peasants. The grandfather of Sheikh Hosni came to Imbaba and planted the big Camphor 
tree, and Hagg Awadullah arrived from his distant village and worked for the Baron. 
Then during the thirties, the Baron built the Kit Kat Club which later became the leisure 
place for the king and the political elite of the time.  The history of the neighborhood is 
told by Amm Omran who worked as a chief in the club. While building the Kit Kat, Hagg 
Muhammad Musa, the father of Sheikh Hosni, “got some men together and began to steal 
wood, bricks, and limestone”58 to build a house. The house consisted of three floors, and 
a basement that was given to Hagg Awadullah in return for turning a blind eye to the 
theft. Hagg Awadullah turned the ground floor into a coffee shop which became the 
socializing spot for the neighborhood. Abdullah started his career as a waiter in 
 
57 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla. The Heron. The American University in Cairo Press, Cairo;New York. 2005. P. 115. 
The text in Arabic: فرعي لا مهنإ لوقي توصلا داع و تمصلا نم ةرتف تضم و" تناك امدنع ةبابمإ كلمي ناك يذلا ريام يرنه نورابلا نو
ا نم سولفلا ملي نورابلا دنع لغتشا )...(.ةديعبلا هدلاب نم الله ضوع جاحلا ءاج ،قوسلاب نحن و مايلأا دحأ يف )...(.ماّمشلاب ةعورزم نيذلا نيحلافل
".هل اهيطعي و مامشلاب اهنوعرزي و ضرلأا نورجأتسي 
58 Ibid. P. 116 
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Awadullah coffee shop, and allowed Sobhi, the young chicken vendor, to occupy a corner 
in the café to sell his goods. 
The readers get introduced to the second generation inside the coffee shop. This 
generation is composed of Sheikh Hosni (a music teacher), Maallim Ramadan (a 
pâtissier), Maallim Atiya (the new coffee shop renter), Qasim Effendi (a craftsman), Usta 
Qadri (a civil servant), Usta Sayyid Tilib (a barber), The Great Haram (Hashish dealer) 
and Sgt. Abd al-Hamid. This generation witnessed the transformation of Imbaba to an 
industrial suburb in the late forties, and throughout the fifties and sixties. The second 
generation benefited from the socialist achievements of the 1952 revolution which closed 
the Kit Kat and allowed the people to open small shops in the abandoned space. This was 
before the contractor demolished the Kit Kat completely, and in its place stood Khalid ibn 
al-Walid mosque.  
“When I returned, the Army began their blessed revolution. Then they closed the 
Kit Kat club, but people broke in and began to open up shops inside the place. There was 
Hagg Muhammad Musa al-Shami’s place; Ahmad Hasan and his partner Muhammad 
Atiya opened their café there. (…) And the roaster oven where they sold seeds and nuts. 
It was there till the very end. Until the contractor came and tore it all down, leaving the 
winter hall for last so he could salvage the wood and marble. People started to pray there 
on Fridays. Then it was inhabited by Rabia and his children who made fishing nets. But 
when the contractor tore that down too, where the Kit Kat club had once been became a 
huge vacant lot. Muhammad Atiya couldn’t find a space to open a café. So when Hagg 
Awadullah happened to die that same week, Muhammad Atiya began to rent the café 
because Awadullah’s sons had become effendis. They were educated now and didn’t 
want to work in a café.”59 
 
59 Ibid. P. 117, 118. The text in Arabic:  تاك تيكلا قلغأ و ةكرابملا ةروثلاب ماق شيجلا و هدبع ناسحإ و نيدلا زع ابب تتام تدع امدنع و"
امخلا و يزيلجنلاا يردق ىطسلاا لاق و .ةيطع دمحم هكيرش عم نسح دمحأ ةوهق و يماشلا دومحم جاحلا .نيكاكدلا هيف تحتف و هتمرخ سانلا ور و ة
 اهنم علخ امدعب رخلآل ةيوتشلا ةعاقلا كرت و همده و لواقملا ءاج ام ةياغل ،تقو رخلآ ادوجوم ىلقملا ناك و .ىلقملا و نارمع معلا لاق و بشخلا
كم و ،ىرخلأا يه اهمده مث ديصلا كابش نوعنصي نيذلا هدلاوأ و وه اهيف نكس عيبر و ،ةعمجلا موي كانه يلصت سانلا تأدب و .ماخرلا تاك تيكلا نا
 دلاوأ نلأ ىهقملا رجأتسا ةيطع دمحم و عوبسلأا سفن يف تام الله ضوع جاحلا نكل و ،ىهقم دجي لا حبصأ ةيطع دمحم و ،ةريبك ةبارخ حبصأ
".ةيجوهق اولغتشي نأ نوديري لا و ،نوملعتم و ةيدنفأ الله ضوع 
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The third generation is composed of Amir Awadullah and Yusif al-Naggar. Both 
are young men who were born just before the Second World War, and thus remember 
glimpses of the beautiful past of the neighborhood. Both grew up in a socialist state and, 
therefore, gained access to formal education. There are also Faruq and Shawqi who are 
unemployed, and Fatma who is a young illiterate woman who had married a Saudi man 
for a short period before he abandoned her and returned to his country.   
The three generations meet in Awadullah Coffee Shop. The Heron consists of two 
major conflicts that take place inside and outside Imbaba. Inside the coffee shop, the first 
conflict unfolds. 
 
The Neighborhood Coffee Shop and the New World Order 
 
In his book  ليبقلا اذه نم ءيش (Something of this Sort), Aslan differentiates between the 
coffee shops in downtown and others in popular neighborhoods. The former attracts 
flâneurs and daters, but the latter “is not for strangers, but for the neighborhood 
inhabitants who sit, in groups, inside the coffee shop, at the entrance and on the sidewalk. 
Every night, the coffee shop takes its shape (…) (through) clusters of people occupying 
the same places. The absence of one group distorts the whole shape, and might indicate, 
for example, that the elders of al-Maṭba’ah al-Amyriah (…) are attending a wedding or a 
funeral.”60 (My translation) 
 
60 .ميهاربإ ،نلاصأ ليبقلا اذه نم ءيش.ص .104 " :ةيبرعلاب صنلا . يتلا للشلا و ،ءابرغلل يهاقم تسيل يه ؛رخآ نايك يبعش يح يف ىهقملا نكل و
ناكم يف ةلش لك )...(.اهلكش لمكتست ءاسم لك يف يه و .اردان لاإ يحلا ءانبأ نم اعيمج مه فيصرلا تحت و اهلخدم يبناج ىلع و اهيف سلجت اه
ت فوسف لكشلا اذه يف لالخ كانه نأ اموي تظحلا اذإ و ،مولعملا ،لاثم ،ىهقملا يلخدم دحأ ىلع سلجت يتلا ةريغصلا ةلشلا نأ ىلإ عجري هببس نأ كرد
  .)ءازع وأ حرف يف حجرلأا ىلع مه( )...( ىمادقلا ةيريملأا ةعبطملا زئاجع نأ وأ .ةدوجوم ريغ 
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The above passage indicates the central role the coffee shop plays in popular 
neighborhoods. It is a place that both produces and is produced by the social fabric which 
keeps the neighborhood parts together. Thus, Awadullah coffee shop emerges in The 
Heron as an urban metaphor61 which represents the neighborhood, its social cohesion and 
history. 
 “And Amm Omran said that that was indeed what happened, that the deeds of 
purchase fell into the lap of the blind Sheikh Hosni. But because he was so indebted to 
Haram, the hashish dealer, it was Haram who profited, “Yes sir. Sheikh Hosni’s hash and 
opium habits cost him the house.”(…) “Yes sir. Maallim Sobhi made a deal with Haram 
against that hash head Sheikh Hosni. Together they made him use his hash bills to sell the 
building.”62 
 The place of the coffee shop is contested in the narrative between the coffee shop 
people and the coffee shop owners. The house and the coffee shop are now owned by 
Maallim Sobhi who accumulated his wealth during Infitah through real estate 
development.  He “was creeping and spreading like a cancer through the neighborhood. 
He’d buy old houses in order to demolish them.”63 When Maallim Sobhi finally seizes 
the building, he transforms Awadullah café into a poultry shop. 
Besides being an urban metaphor, the café bears a historical significance. It is the 
only landmark left from the thirties after the Kit Kat and the stone gate were demolished.  
“He began to remember more distant times. Kit Kat and its giant stone entrance, 
the writing on the lofty arch: “The battle of the pyramids took place here on the 21st of 
July, 1798.” (…) Amir recalled the day he’d cried on account of Kit Kat. He knew that 
the contractor had purchased the rubble of the Kit Kat club. When he returned from work, 
 
61 Mehrez, Samia. Egypt's Culture Wars: Politics and Practice. Routledge, New York;London,  vol. 13. 2008. P.145 
62 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla. The Heron. P.118. The text in Arabic:  خيشلا هنإ لاق و تاملك عضبب يردق ىطسلأا مغمغ و"
 ضبق يذلا نكل و ،ىمعلأا ينسح خيشلا وه هيبلا قاروأ ىلع عقو يذلا نأ و ،لاعف ثدح ام وه كلذ نأ نارمع معلا لاقف ينسح عئاب مرهلا وه سولفلا
ا ينسح خيشلا ىلع مرهلا عم قفتا يحبص ملعملا .هويأ" ".نويفأ و شيشح تيبلاب برش .هويأ" :هنمثب هل انويدم ناك ينسح خيشلا نلأ شيشحلا لوطسمل
".هبرش يللا شيشحلا قحب تيبلا عيبي هلاخ و 
63 Ibid. P.45. The text in Arabic: ".اهمدهي مث ةميدقلا تويبلا يرتشي .ةراحلا لخاد ناطرسلا لثم رشتني و مدقتي )يحبص ملعملا( هنإ ريملأا لاق"  
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he saw the massive, shiny stones split into pieces, strewn along the empty plot of land 
behind it at the entrance to the city of Imbaba.”64 
 
The history of the neighborhood was inscribed in the Kit Kat, its giant stone gate, 
the house and the coffee shop. Hence, the past of the Kit Kat and the personal history of 
its inhabitants fade with the final loss of the café. The sense of loss is intensified when 
the boys working at Maallim Sobhi’s slaughter a roped calf in the door step of the empty 
café, and “(stick) their hands into the blood of the slaughtered calf and (make) hand prints 
on the walls of the empty café, celebratory harbringers of the new order.”65 
In the background of selling the coffee shop, an Italian Jewish tourist returns to 
Egypt and claims his ownership to the neighborhood. Fleeing Egypt in 1956, David Musa 
returns after the government, in the wake of Infitah, issues a law that protects foreign 
investments against nationalization. On the 18th of January 1977, Kit Kat inhabitants do 
not only lose their social space and history, but are also threatened of losing their physical 
location. The main factor that stands behind both losses is Infitah which made a different 
pattern of wealth accumulation and social mobility possible, without protecting the poor 
from the monstrous growth of local businessmen or the exploitation of foreign investors. 
Imbaba: Glory Days Bygone 
 
In the Atlas of the European Novel, Moretti repeats that “specific stories are the product 
of specific spaces.” London is depicted as a divided city in Silver Fork novels, where a 
 
64 Ibid. P.113. The text in Arabic:  تهتنا" :يلاعلا ليلجلا اهسوق يف ةباتكلا و ةريبكلا ةيرجحلا ةباوبلا و تاك تيكلا .ديعب ىلإ هسفنب بهذ و"
 يف انه مارهلأا ةكرعم21  ويلوي1798ذت و )...( " نم داع و .اضاقنأ تاك تيكلا ىرتشا دق لواقملا نأ فرعي ناك .اهلجأ نم ىكب موي ريملأا رك
".ةنيدملا لخدم دنع اهئارو نم تلخ يتلا ضرلأا مامأ ةاقلم و ةكوكفم ةمخضلا ةفيظنلا اهتراجح يأر و لمعلا 
65 Ibid. P. 140. The text in Arabic:  و حوبذملا لجعلا ءامد يف مهفوفك نوبضخي مه و يحبص ملعملا نايبص ىأر و ىهقملا ىلإ تفتلا و"
".يلاخلا ىهقملا ناردج ىلع اهنوعبطي 
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border is erected between east and west of Regent Street. On the contrary, Balzac’s Paris 
is a plural city where the plot moves across five or six major spaces, “Whose borders are 
crossed and re-crossed in the full light of the day.” This is because Paris has a Latin 
Quarter where “the social division of labor seems to have literally stamped itself upon the 
urban surface.”66 Following the same line of thought, Aslan’s Cairo in the seventies is 
stamped by the neoliberal division which separates Imbaba from the rest of the city. 
Imbaba is one of the largest informal communities in Cairo, with almost one 
million inhabitants.67 Historically, Imbaba emerged as a village by the river side, and had 
attracted, in the 1930s and 1940s, many rural migrants who sought an economic 
opportunity in the big city.68 Despite the influx of fellahin69 to the neighborhood, Imbaba 
was integrated inside the larger city because the king and the social elite of the time used 
to visit the Kit Kat club and mingle with some of the inhabitants. Those encounters are 
mentioned with pride throughout the narrative because they indicate a glamorous past 
where the characters were connected to Baron Henri Meyer, the English or the king 
himself.   
“During the summer, Amm Omran loved to sit out on the roof in the large chair 
that Khawaga Kaloumirous gave him when the king praised a dish of grilled meat that he 
had cooked. Originally, the chair had belonged to the Baron Henri Meyer who gave it to 
the Khawaga when he came to visit him in his place with a troupe of foreign dancing 
girls. Hagg Awadullah used to say that the chair tossed away on Omran’s roof was the 
 
66 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.87 
67 Bayat, Asef, and Eric Denis. "Who is Afraid of Ashwaiyyat? Urban Change and Politics in Egypt." Environment & 
Urbanization, vol. 12, n° 2, 2000, pp. 185-199. P.185 
68  .ينارمعلا نماضتلا ةردابم ".ةبابمإ" .ورمع ،ةليوط وبا2015:لاقملا طبار . 
.www.tadamun.info/?post_type=city&p=6736 
69 Fellahin means peasants. This is how the word is transliterated in Bayat’s and Denis’s article cited above. 
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favorite chair of the Baron and that he’d heard that the Baron say that since he’d let the 
chair slip out of his possession, he was no longer able to sit in peace or hold a thought.”70 
“Usta Qadri spoke English just like an Englishman. His bosses, who were 
English, encouraged him in this. Mr. Macmillan, the company director, gave him an old 
copy of Shakespear’s collected works.”71 
“I finished my religious studies in the High Institute of Arabic Music. I was the 
first in the graduating class of 1936 and to this day I have in my pocket a picture of 
myself being awarded my degree by His Royal Highness, the King himself.”72 
The immigration of peasants to the city continued throughout the sixties. 
Although the advent of the 1952 revolution had stripped the neighborhood of its old 
glory, the socialist ideology did allow the inhabitants a degree of social mobility and 
social cohesion. On one hand, small merchants and craftsmen had the opportunity to open 
their shops in the empty space of Kit Kat; on the other hand, the young generations 
accessed formal education and were promised jobs in the emerging industrial and 
administrative sectors. But with the defeat of the socialist regime and the advent of 
neoliberalism, the divisions between the rich and the poor grew bigger. The regime 
abandoned its socialist agenda and stopped building houses for the poor. As a result, 
informal areas mushroomed throughout Cairo and were accused in the formal discourse 
to have ruralized the city. The state refused to recognize the new urban agglomeration 
because, according to Asef Bayat and Eric Denis (2000), “doing so would oblige it to 
make expensive urban provisions such as sewerage, paved roads and running water. 
Furthermore, changing the status of a “village” might put certain obligations upon the 
 
70 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla.P. 121. The text in Arabic:  دعقملا ىلع حطسلا يف سلجي نأ بحي نارمع معلا ناك ،فيصلا يف"
يمولاك ةجاوخلا هل هادهأ يذلا ريبكلا ريام يرنه نورابلا صخي لصلأا يف دعقملا ناك .هدعي يذلا يوشملا محللا قبط ىلع كولملا ىنثأ امدنع سور
ارمع حطس ىلع يمرملا دعقملا اذه نإ لوقي الله ضوع جاحلا ناك و .تايبنجلأا تاصقارلا ةقرف عم هرصق يف هراز امدنع ةجاوخلل هادهأ يذلا وه ن
 و نورابلا بلق ىلإ دعاقملا بحأ.ءيش يأ يف ركفي و ءودهب سلجي نأ هعسوب دعي مل دعقملا دقف ذنم هنأب لوقي هعمس هنأ  
71 Ibid .P.32. The text in Arabic:  ادلجم نلايمكام سيئرلا هادهأ و زيلجنلإا نم هؤاسؤر هعجش دقل و .اهلهأ لثم ةيزيلجنلإا ملكتي ىطسلأا ناك"
".ةلماكلا ريبسكش لامعأ ىلع يوتحي اميدق 
72 Ibid. P.23. The text in Arabic:  نيثلاث و ةتس ةنس يتعفد لوأ تنك و ،ةيبرعلا ىقيسوملل يلاعلا دهعملا يف ةينيدلا يتسارد تلمكتسا دقف انأ امأ"
".كلملا ةللاجلا بحاص ةرضح نم ةداهشلا ملتسأ انأ و يتروص يبيج يف و 
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residents (for example, paying tax) and reduce the power of the local élites.”73 Thus, the 
official discourse constructed the concept of “cities of peasants” or ashwaiyyat “as a 
political category (that) tend to produce new spatial divisions which exclude many 
citizens from urban participation,” and describe them as “outsiders” who live in 
“abnormal conditions.”74  
Informal housing areas were thus ghettoized. In 1992, the Islamic Group will 
emerge from the ghetto of Imbaba, and will take the stigmatizing discourse and the 
ghettoization process to a whole different level. This shall be discussed in depth in 
chapter 3. Back to 1977, the Kit Kat inhabitants were pushed to the margin of the city as a 
result of neoliberalism. This marginal position is indicated by their confined mobility 
throughout the plot. The following map shows the places where the majority of the 
characters move within the novel world. 
 
        Map 4- Movement Inside Imbaba.         Kit Kat Square,             Awadullah Coffee Shop 
 
73 Bayat, Asef, and Eric Denis. P.196 
74 Ibid. P.197 
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Yellow: Yusif al-Naggar, blue: Usta Qadri, Red: Amir, Maroon: Fatma, light 
Green: Maallim Ramadan, Dark green: Sheikh Hosni, Black: Faruq, Grey: Shawqi, 
Purple: Abdullah, Black and green: Maallim Sobhi. 
There are six major places where most of the characters move: they come from 
Fadlallah Osman, Qatr al-Nada or Amir al-Giyush where they reside, to Awadullah 
coffee shop in Kit Kat square where they socialize, or to Murad Street where they work, 
or to the Nile bank where they fish or relax. Their world is confined between the Nile in 
the east, Imbaba Bridge in the north, al-Sudan Street in the south, and al-Munira in the 
west.  
These borders are crossed sometimes by some characters. For example, Usta 
Qadri, who lives in Fadlallah Osman, takes the tram to the slaughterhouse to buy head 
meat, and when the large calf’s head was stolen on the tram, he leaves silently, and 
avoids passing by Awadullah coffe shop for weeks. Instead, he walks from home, to Nile 
Corniche, crosses to the workers’ city in the north of Imbaba, and then walks briefly in 
Murad Street before he reaches home again. Gaber also attempts to cross the bridge on 
his bicycle to Zamalek on the eve of the bread riots, but he soon detours because the 
security forces blocks his way.  
Amm Omran and Yusif used to go on a night walk after the café is closed. They 
walk along the river bank to al-Galaa Bridge and cross it to Gabaliya Street in Zamalek, 
then walk along the other bank till they reach Zamalek Bridge (the 26th of July bridge) 
and return to Kit Kat. 
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Map 5- Amm Omran’s night walk 
Fatma also crosses from Imbaba to downtown twice. In the first time, she invites 
Yusif to the cinema in downtown, and by the end of the night, she tells him they could 
meet in a locked room on the ground floor of her building in Fadlallah Osman. Yusif 
fails to sleep with her in this room and invites her to his friend’s apartment in downtown. 
On her way there, she thinks that he will sleep with her this time to prove his manhood 
and then ditches her. She is also hesitant to take off her clothes “in a strange place.”75 She 
makes her mind that she will excuse herself and asks him to go to Imbaba, but when she 
reaches downtown, she finds protesters filling the streets, so she gets on the bus again. 
“After she’d put some distance between herself and downtown and gotten closer to 
Imbaba, she was able to relax.”76 
Despite her boldness, Fatma feels insecure in downtown. It is a strange place that 
makes her feel tense. And in spite of his relative relaxation, Amm Omran crosses the 
 
75 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla. P. 108  
76 Ibid. The text in Arabic: ".اهتمدخ فورظلا نأ تلاق و نانئمطلااب ترعش ةبابمإ نم تبرتقا و ناكملا نع تدعتبا نأ دعب و" 
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river bank late at night “after the café closed and everyone went home”77 and walk at 
Gabalia Street “where the massive, quiet buildings stood on the right, where a few, 
scattered little light bulbs were hung in the tangled tree branches along the river’s edge, 
and where the light was dim on the dirt of the long, empty sidewalk.”78 There is 
something in common between Fatma and Amm Omran; a fear of being exposed to the 
city. In the first instance, Fatma is afraid to “take off her clothes” outside Imbaba, and in 
the second, Amm Omran does not go on a walk in the light. The city is a strange and 
distant place that is visited only to purchase something unavailable in Imbaba, but not to 
work at or socialize in. Thus, the two opposing narrative poles in The Heron are Imbaba 
and Downtown. There is a psycological barrier that stands between the two spaces and, 
therefore, limits the urban experience of the characters in the city. The writers of the 
Chicago school of urban studies define urban experience as: 
“Movement from neighborhood to neighborhood, from scene to scene, (is) the essence of 
the ‘urban’ experience. (…) That experience, however, did not belong to all urbanites of 
the last century equally; it had a class character. As the structure of the quartier and 
neighborhood homogenized along economic lines, the people most likely to move from 
scene to scene (are) those with interests or connections complicated enough to take them 
to different parts of the city; such people (are) the most affluent.”79 
This definition highlights the class dynamics between Imbaba and the city as a 
whole. In Aslan’s world, most of the characters are unable to cross the borders of Imbaba 
because they cannot afford the movement and does not have enough interests or 
connections to move outside of the neighborhood. This makes Imbaba, in Moretti’s 
 
77 Ibid. P.37 
78 Ibid. P.37, 38. The text in Arabic:  ناريسي و هتيب ىلإ دحاو لك بهذي و ىهقملا قلُغي نأ دعب نوفرصني عيمجلا ناكرتي اناك ةليوط يلايل"
يحانلا يف ةئداهلا ةريبكلا تايانبلا ثيح ةيلابجلا عراش ىلإ اراسي ناهجتي و يربوكلا ناربعي اناك )...( ئطاشلا راجشأ تحت امهلهم ىلع و ،ىنميلا ة
ارت ىلع فيفخلا رونلا و ،ئطاشلا لوط ىلع ةكباشتملا ناصغلأا نيب ةليلقلا حيباصملا".يلاخلا فيصرلا ب  
79 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.87 
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words, a “space that catches human beings by their throat, and doesn’t let go.”80 It is a 
space of intricate stories that gives the characters their existence; yet marginalizes them. 
It is no wonder that Yusif al-Naggar, the main character in The Heron, describes Imbaba 
as “that sad, adulterous woman.”81 It is a sad and marginal space, but this marginality is 
the main conflict that is woven in Aslan’s narratives. It is this particular aspect that makes 
Imbaba a space that Aslan cannot let go. 
The City beyond Imbaba 
 
The second main conflict in The Heron takes place outside Imbaba; this is the bread riots 
which erupt in the city on the eve of the 18th of January 1977, whereby thousands of 
protesters demonstrate against the cabinet decision to cut subsidies. As explained in the 
introduction of this thesis, Infitah meant opening virtually all doors to the importation of 
foreign goods, which led to the accumulation of debt and the rise of budget deficit that 
reached 1.76 billion EGP in 1976.82 To overcome the deficit, the government had to 
reduce its expenditures on one of the three major recipients of its support: the investors, 
the military or the poor. Since the open door policy was in favor of creating an 
encouraging atmosphere for local and foreign investments, and since the Arab Israeli 
conflict was still at stake, the cabinet chose to reduce its expenditures on the poor. 83 
Consequently, the bread riots erupted for two days throughout the country. 
Both conflicts, inside and outside of Imbaba, are linked through Yusif al-Naggar. 
Yusif is said to be the most autobiographical character in The Heron because he is a 
 
80 Ibid. P. 90 
81 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla. P.155. The text in Arabic: ".ةرجافلا زوجعلا ةديسلا اهتيأ .ةبابمإ" 
82 Hirst, David, and Irene Beeson. Sadat, Faber & Faber, London, 1981. P.123 
83 Ansari, Hamied. Egypt, the Stalled Society. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986.P. 185. 
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writer, of the same age as Aslan, and like him, he is connected to the cultural space of 
downtown. Yusif al-Naggar is the most mobile character in Aslan’s narrative. The story 
of Yusif unfolds as he goes to meet Fatma in downtown in order to take her to his 
friend’s apartment and sleep with her. Unlike Balzac’s Paris, which is made legible 
through the characters’ pursuit of desire, Aslan’s Cairo is made legible through Yusif al-
Naggar’s fear of the scandal that Fatma might cause him if he didn’t prove his manhood 
to her84. He gets off the bus at Orabi Square and heads to 26th of July Street where he is 
to meet Fatma next to the Supreme Court stop. Stopping at the government bookstore and 
the pets shop, he hears an echoing sound of a protest. He follows the echo to Talaat Harb 
Square where he sees the demonstration. 
“There was a small, dark woman being carried on the crowd’s shoulders, her 
slogans against the regime, against the actress Mimi Shakib, whose prostitution ring had 
just been exposed, and against the recent price increases. When he could make out her 
face, he waved to her with his free hand, watching the surging thousands as they broke 
into two streams. One headed through Orabi Square on its way to Ramsis Square, the 
other toward Ataba Square. He bent down, jumped to the ground and began following 
them. He saw his friend Sami walking with his arms clasped behind his back. Yusif 
accompanied him until the intersection of the 26th of July and Muhammad Farid Streets, 
then stopped silently in his tracks. He stood listening to the distant slogans and chants, 
then turned around. (…) He turned right to Orabi Square until he came to al-Alfi Street. 
The wooden door to the Regal Bar was shut. He pushed on it, entered, and sat at an 
empty table. Yusif ordered a bottle of rum and began to drink and smoke.”85 
 
 
 
 
84 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliot Colla. P.53. 
85 Ibid. P.55. The text in Arabic:  يميم و ةموكحلا دض فتهت و براشيإب اهسأر بصعت قانعلأا ىلع ةلومحم ءارمس ةريغص ةاتف كانه تناك"
امهدحأ هجتا نيرهن ىلإ اوقشنا نيذلا سانلا نم ةرداهلا فلالآا ىري و ةيلاخلا هديب اهل حولي حار اههجو نيبت امدنع و .راعسلأا و بيكش  ناديم ىلإ
ا ىلإ زفق و هيتبكر ىنث .ءارضخلا ةبتعلا ىلإ رخلآا هجتا و سيسمر ناديم ىلإ هقيرط يف يبارع ريسي وه و يماس هقيدص ىأر .مهعبتي حار و ضرلأ
 عطاقت ىتح هقفار .هرهظ ءارو هيدي كبش دق و26  )...( .ادئاع رادتسا مث ةديعبلا تافاتهلا عمسي لظ و ،اتماص هناكم يف فقوو ديرف دمحم عم ويلوي
اقلغم لاجير رابل يبشخلا لخدملا ناك .يفللأا عراش ىتح يبارع ناديم ىلإ انيمي هجتا  فسوي بلط و .ةيلاخ ةدضنم ىلإ سلج و لخد و ،هديب هعفد .
".نخدي و ،برشي حارو ،مورلا نم ةجاجز 
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Map 6- Yusif al-Naggar in downtown 1977 
The Yellow circles indicate Yusif al-Naggar path from Orabi Square to Regal 
Bar. The red arrows demonstrate the two streams of the demonstration. 
 
The above passage shows Yusif’s familiarity with downtown. He knows the 
names of the streets and he has a routine of passing by the government bookstore and 
then by the pets shop which “He never went by without looking at the animals, keeping 
track of which ones were gone and which new ones had replaced them.”86 He is also 
familiar with the bar place to which he enters alone. His mobility sharply contrasts with 
the confinement of the rest of his neighbors, and with Fatma’s hesitancy in downtown. 
His urban experience could be explained by the different status that he and his father 
acquire in Imbaba. 
As explained earlier, the 1952 revolution had facilitated the formation of a new 
middle class which was composed primarily of small civil servants who benefited from 
the socialist achievements of the regime. The text refers to Yusif’s father as Muhammad 
 
86 Ibid. P.54. The text in Arabic: ".دجتسي ام و اهنم يفتخي ام عباتي .اهيلع جرفت و لاإ انه نم رمي مل" 
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Effendi al-Naggar; a title which is used, according to Elliott Colla, for an educated man or 
a man who wears western clothes. The same goes for Yusif who is addressed by Faruq as 
Ustaz Yusif, which is again a “respectful form of address for any educated man”.87 Both 
titles suggest the higher status that al-Naggar family possesses in Imbaba. Besides 
belonging to a middle class family, Yusif is a writer who, like Aslan, joined the cultural 
space of downtown Cairo in the sixties. Both factors, therefore, empower Yusif to cross 
the borders of Imbaba to Downtown, and consequently make him the third narrative pole 
in The Heron. Yusif al-Naggar is the force of social mediation that intersects the narrative 
line and changes its course. Without his presence, The Heron could have been only the 
story of a coffee shop being sold.  
Yusif al-Naggar: The Third Narrative Pole 
 
Yusif’s middle position between Imbaba and downtown was facilitated by being both 
culturally and politically engaged. On the background of the bread riots in 1977, Yusif 
sits alone in Regal Bar and recalls the memory of 1972 and his own participation in the 
movement. 
 “It was raining. That’s because you began your novel by talking about the rain, 
about your leaving the house after having an argument with your father, who was still 
alive then, and then going to Awadullah’s café and then riding the bus and getting off at 
Orabi Square and then heading to Talaat Harb Square where the first things you saw were 
the circles of people gathered around a student, and the large crowd where you stood and 
the fair man with short brown hair debating that student in a calm voice in front of all the 
people, talking about the state of the country and the occupation of the Sinai which made 
it necessary for everybody to disperse and go back to their business.”88 
 
87 Ibid. P.160.   
88 Ibid. P.73. The text in Arabic:  و ايح ناك يذلا كوبأ كملك نأ دعب تيبلا نم كجورخ مثرطملا نع ثيدحلاب اهتأدب كنلأ .رطمت تناك دقل"
يف كلباق ام لّوأ سانلا تاقلح و برح تعلط ناديم ىلإ كباهذ و يبارع ناديم يف كلوزن و ساب يللورتلا كبوكر و الله ضوع ىهقم ىلإ كباهذ 
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A new space of the city is revealed in this scene where Yusif joins thousands of 
protesters who take over Tahrir Square and the streets that opened onto it. He moves with 
others across a large space of the city distributing a ‘declaration of solidarity’, and 
mobilizing artists and journalists to join and support the movement.  
 
 
Map 7- Yusif al-Naggar in downtown 1972 
The blue lines and yellow circles indicate Yusif al-Naggar path and stops 
respectively. The red lines indicate the area covered by the 1972 protests. 
 
The vast area covered on this map indicates Yusif’s urban experience that is 
manifested through political activism. In 1972, the nation still ‘belonged’ to the people. 
This sense of agency mobilized thousands of students to pressure the regime to fight 
Israel. Yusif was engaged in the movement, and witnessed the violent dispersal of the sit-
in in Tahrir Square. His friend Abd al-Qadir met him and explained the transformations 
that the nation was undergoing with the new regime. 
 
 ثيح ةريبكلا ةقلحلا و ةبلاطلا وأ بلاطلا لوح ناديملا لوح ئداه توصب سانلا مامأ بلاطلا لداجي وه و ريصقلا ينبلا هرعشب ضيبلأا لجرلا و تفقو
".هلمع ىلإ فرصني نأ دحاو لك نم يعدتسي يذلا للاتحلاا و دلبلا فورظ 
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"Then Abd al-Qadir found you and invited you to come with him to Venicia Bar, 
and when you two had drunk some, he told you about how society had changed, and how 
its people, soil, and trees were there to be exploited by whoever is willing and able. (…) 
Abd al-Qadir said that the nation was undergoing a profound transformation and that we 
were the last bastion of the old guard and that the most important thing now was to keep 
what we’d gained so that the nation would always belong to us.”89 
Despite being politically engaged in the uprising, Yusif could not sing the 
national anthem with the crowd, and while he was distributing the fliers on the protesters, 
he felt embarrassed and “out of place.” In spite of the bond that had developed between 
Yusif, as an intellect, and the cultural circle in the city center, he did not feel confident 
enough to talk with strangers or to sing with them. 
The noise had subsided since sunset and you saw everybody from where you were 
above. They gathered in droves, backs to the monument, the movement at the edges of 
the square had quieted, and they began to sing “Biladi, Biladi” and Fathi, Mansour and 
everybody were singing. You wrote about the night and the distant stars and the base of 
the large stark monument in the heart of the square, and the many banners and the 
thousands of people moving as if they were a single mythical creature which covered the 
grass and asphalt and sidewalks, and the singing growing louder and louder like a roar 
pouring through the wide streets that opened onto the square: al-Bustan, Qasr al-Aini, 
Sulayman Pasha, Qasr al-Nil, al-Tahrir Street. You wrote about that, but you didn’t 
mention that no matter how much you tried to join in, you couldn’t raise your voice and 
sing and you wondered what was stopping you since no one could hear you or distinguish 
your voice from the others anyway, and you chanted a line or two from that anthem you 
love, but something like embarrassment held you back.90 
On the other hand, Yusif seemed like a “stranger” in Imbaba, despite being born 
there.91 As Amir thinks of him, he remembers that Yusif had shared with him most of his 
childhood memories, but as they grew up, Yusif changed. He’d come to the coffee shop 
 
89 Ibid. P.77. The text in Arabic:  ىلإ تلوحت دلبلا نأ كربخأ و امتبرش امدنع و ايسينيف راب ىلإ هعم بهذت يكل كوعدي و رداقلا دبع كاقلي مث "
س اننأ و لوحتي نطولا نإ لاقو رابلا نم امتجرخ امدنع و )...( .ناكم لك نم نيعماطلا و نيرداقلل اهرجش و اهبوط و اهسانب تامدخ عمتجم نوكن
طو امئاد نطولا لظي ىتح ادبأ هعيضن لاو انيديأب ام ىلع نييصيرح نوكن نأ وه نلآا ءيش مهأ نأ و ةثرولا رخآ".ان  
90 Ibid. P.75, 76. The text in Arabic:  تنكس و بصنلل مهروهظ اوطعأ و اودفاوت دق و ىلعأ نم مهتيأر و بورغلا دنع تاوصلأا تأده دقل  "
ا موجنلا و ليللا نع تبتك .نونغي عيمجلا و روصنم و يحتف و يدلاب يدلاب ديشن نونغي اوأدب و ناديملا ىلإ ةيدؤملا ذفانملا دنع ةكرحلا ةدعاق و ةديعبل
سلأا و شئاشحلا يطغي دحاولا يفارخلا نئاكلا اهنأك فلالآلا ةكرح و تاتفلالا و ناديملا بلق يف يلاخلا ريبكلا بصنلا ةضيرعلا ةفصرلأا و تلف
نأ ردقت مل كنكل و مهكراشت نأ تلواح كنأ بتكت مل و كلذ نع تبتك .ريرحتلا عراش ،لينلا رصق ،ناميلس ،ينيعلا رصق ،ناتسبلا :ةدعابتملا  عفرت
ايندلا لأمت يتلا تاوصلأا هذه نيب كيلإ هبتني وأ كعمسي نل لدحأ نإ ؟كعنمي يذلا ام كسفنل تلق و ءانغلاب كتوص  نم نيعطقم وأ اعطقم مهعم تددر و
".كعنم يذلا وه لجخلا هنأك ائيش نكل وهبحت يذلا ديشنلا 
91 Ibid. P.56 
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late at night to sit alone or with Amm Omran or with his friends who weren’t from 
Imbaba.92 Moreover, Yusif fails to sleep with Fatma in Imbaba. According to Dina 
Heshmat, such relation could not succeed inside the traditional space of the old 
neighborhood, which explains why Yusif wanted to meet Fatma in the city. 
In his movement between the center and the periphery, Yusif acts as a force of 
social mediation between Imbaba and Cairo. He is the third pole who is surrounded by 
hostile forces in both worlds. On one hand, Imbaba is a traditional and closed space that 
does not allow him opportunities to develop as a writer. On the other hand, the city gives 
him the urban experience and the opportunity to develop; yet, it is a strange place that he 
does not know. When he thinks about his novel, he hesitates between writing about the 
students’ movement and writing about what he knows. In spite of the connections he has 
in the city, and his participation in the students’ movement, Yusif does not feel he knows 
the city as much as he knows Imbaba: 
“You’re drunk. You shouldn’t write about them. You should write about the 
things you know. Write about Amm Omran or Abdullah or the café or your father who 
died. Write that when a poor person dies, it isn’t a death. It’s more like an assassination. 
Better not to write about any of these things. You should write about the river and the 
stone huts on the banks and say that every house has children who live in it, and you 
should write about the boys fishing and swimming and the girls washing the mats and the 
pots and pans while you walk along Effendi Alley going home.”93 
In 1972, the cultural circle which facilitated Yusif’s mediation between Imbaba 
and Downtown was silenced by the regime, and betrayed from all classes. “People from 
the underclasses (said) that the students were protesting because they were young and had 
 
92 Ibid. P.57 
93 Ibid. P.79. The text in Arabic:  وأ الله دبع وأ نارمع نع بتكا وأ اهفرعت يتلا ءايشلأا نع بتكا و ءلاؤه نع بتكت لاو ناركس تنأ لاقو "
كيبأ وأ ىهقملا  رهنلا نع بتكت كتيلاي وأ ءايشلأا هذه نم ءيش يأ نع بتكت لا نأ لضفلأا نمو لايتغا هنكل و اتوم سيل ءارقفلا توم نأ و تام يذلا
يبلا يناوأ و رصحلا نلسغي تانبلا و نوحبسي و نوداطصي دلاولأا ،هيف نولزني نيذلا هءانبأ لزنم لكل نإ لوقت و ةيرجحلا ئطاشلا لزانم و تنأ و تو
ت".)اوح(لزنم ىلإ بهذت و يدنفلأا ةراح نم جرخ  
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parents who paid for everything.” After realizing the danger of the situation, the cultural 
elite “had changed their minds and were now supporting the government.”94 The third 
pole was excluded and silenced in the early seventies. With its silence, the two 
oppositional spaces of Imbaba and downtown were left to confront each other in 1977. 
“Yusif heard the gunshots and exploding tear gas bombs. He climbed the 
riverbank and saw the foul smoke blocking the entrances to Imbaba, but he wasn’t able to 
see exactly where the soldiers were. (…) 
The soldiers fired their rifles while dodging the rocks hurled at them from all 
directions. He saw young Faruq, Shawqi, (…) and Gaber the grocer leading a massive 
group of young men, picking up the tear gas bombs which the soldiers had thrown and 
which spewed forth that horrible smoke. They were picking them up and throwing them 
back at the soldiers. 
(…) 
When one of the canisters exploded next to the sidewalk, Yusif al-Naggar waited 
until its nasty smoke emptied out, then picked it up. It was black, made out of a round 
piece of cardboard and a lightweight metal base. It had a yellow writing in English on it: 
“F.L.100—Federal Laboratories USA. 1976.” Strange, Yusif thought. He saw the huge 
demonstration approaching from al-Sudan Street near the Shurbagi Factories. He saw the 
soldiers streaming out of the alleys located between the Nasser public housing blocks. 
They fired bullets and canisters, then retreated and disappeared. He saw thousands of 
rocks raining down on soldiers from inside of Imbaba, pushing the troops back across the 
square.”95 
Aslan’s Cairo does not unite. The gap between the center and the periphery is 
deepened when the regime soldiers attack Imbabans with an American weapon. Unlike 
Dicken’s Our Mutual Friend, Cairo is not unified through a bloodline that turns the city 
into a family. Instead, the city is further separated by oppression to the extent that a real 
 
94 Ibid. P.77 
95 Ibid. P.147-152. The text in Arabic:  دسي يذلا هيركلا ناخدلا ىأر و دعص و ،عومدلل ةليسملا لبانقلا تاراجفنا و قدانبلا تاقلط عمس"
اسع )ىأر( )...( .اديج ركاسعلا ناكم ددحي نأ عطتسي مل هنكل و ،ةنيدملا لخدم نم مهقحلات يتلا راجحلأا مامأ يرجت و رانلا قلطت يه و ةموكحلا رك
اهيقلي يتلا لبانقلا نوطقتلي و دلاولأا نم ةلئاه ةعومجم نودوقي مهو لاقبلا رباج و هدبع هنبا و يقوش و قوراف دلولا يأر و ،ةيحان لك  ثفنتل ركاسعلا
امدنع )...( .ىرخأ ةرم مهتيحان اهنودري و هيركلا ناخدلا  ،ضيبلأا هيركلا اهناخد غرف ىتح راجنلا فسوي رظتنا ،فيصرلا راوج ىلإ ةدحاو ترجفنا
لأا فأ( رفصلأا نوللاب اهيلع ةيزيلجنلإا ةباتكلا و ءادوس ،ةفيفخ ةيندعم ةدعاق اهل نوتركلا نم ةناوطسأ تناك ،اهطقتلا و افقاو ماق و 100-  لاريديف
 هيإ سأ وي زيروتيروبلا1976فسوي لاق و )  و يجبروشلا عناصم ةيحان نم نادوسلا عراش نم ةمداقلا ةريبكلا ةرهاظملا ىأر و ،ةبيرغ :راجنلا
ر و ،نوفتخي و ىرخأ ةرم نوعجارتي مث لبانقلا و قدانبلا نوقلطي و يبعشلا رصان ناكسإ تاكولب نيب ةدوجوملا تارمملا نم نوجرخي ركاسعلا ىأ
يدملا لخادم نم عفادتت يه و راجحلأا فلاآ".ناديملا ربع مهدرت و نيرخلآا ركاسعلا وحن ةن  
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border is created between Imbaba and Cairo, where security forces attack the 
neighborhood to enforce the division and ghettoization.  
Yusif al-Naggar is wounded in the confrontations. He retreats to the river to heal 
his wound to find that the river bank is eroded, like his own world, by reinforced 
embankments. As a third narrative pole, Yusif fails to mediate between Imbaba and 
Cairo. The cultural cluster to which he belonged in the sixties was dissipated, and he is 
left alone and isolated in the face of an oppressing city that is destined to division.  
Yusif’s distress is resolved by writing about “the river, the children (and) the 
angry crowds taking revenge on the storefront windows.”96 Like Aslan, Yusif is a bark on 
the stem of Imbaba. In addition to its proximity to the stem, the bark insulates the stem 
and the roots from pathogens, injury and environmentally adverse conditions. Yusif, the 
autobiographical character of Aslan, insulates his Imbaba from a decaying change by 
writing about it. 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
96 Ibid. P. 154. The text in Arabic:  قيرطلا راجشأ و ضرعلا تانيرتاف نم مهرأثب نوذخأي مه و نيبضاغلا و دلاولأا و رهنلا نع اباتك بتكي" 
".ملافلأا و عئاضبلا تانلاعإ و 
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The “City as Target”97 
Mapping Being Abbas El Abd by Ahmed Alaidy98   
 
97 The title “City as Target” is inspired by Ryan Bishop’s and Tania Roy’s article “Mumbai: City -as- Target, published 
in Theory, Culture & Society 2009 (SAGE, Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore), Vol. 26(7–8): 263–277. 
The explanation of the concept is presented in the body of this chapter. 
98 The name of the author and the title of the novel are transliterated as ‘El Abd’ and ‘Alaidy’ in the English 
translation of the novel by Humphrey Davies, which appeared in 2006. I follow the same format throughout this 
chapter. 
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In his article “Urban Transformation and Narrative Form”, Sabry Hafez (2010) 
compares between the development of the third city in Cairo and the emergence of a new 
narrative form in the works of the literary generation that has come of age since 1990. 
The city of Cairo was first divided into two after Khedive Ismail had planned to build a 
modern city, with wide boulevards and grand parks, which stood at the north and west of 
the traditional first city built by the Fatimids. The two cities, as argued by Hafez, 
“represented distinct world views and modes of operation: the densely populated medina 
retaining its traditional order and conservative religious outlook, (and) the ‘second city’ 
proclaim(ing) its rulers’ faith in ideas of progress, modernity and reason.”99 This division 
influenced the work of the pioneers of realist narrative fiction, like Tawfiq al-Hakim, 
Yahya Haqqi and Naguib Mahfouz who were born and raised in the old city, but 
developed their literary talent in the modern one. Therefore, their literary works were 
produced from the passage between the two worlds and their contrasting visions.100  
The third city developed when the state, in the wake of economic liberalization, 
had abandoned its responsibility in providing affordable housing for the poor, and left the 
housing sector to the hands of real estate developers who built for the middle and upper 
classes. As a result, the poor established the third city to cater for their housing needs. 
This city is known for its haphazardness, lack of basic services, and the retreat to pre-
modern alleyways. Hafez argues that the narrative forms developed by the 1990s literary 
generation share some characteristics with the haphazard city of Cairo; for example, these 
narratives do not follow the earlier narrative forms, as they “reject the linear narrative of 
 
99 Hafez, Sabry. “Urban Transformation and Narrative Form”. New Left Review. 2010. P.57. 
100 Ibid. P.47. 
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the realist novel”, and are built instead on the “juxtaposition of narrative fragments which 
co-exist without any controlling hierarchy or unifying plot.”101 
Being born in the wake of Infitah, the 1990s literary generation has faced, 
according to Hafez, “a triple crisis: socio-economic, cultural and political.”102 The rising 
population of Egypt was not met with increased public spending on health, education or 
infrastructure. In the previous chapter I explained how the cabinet in 1977 chose to 
reduce subsidies for basic goods; a choice that was remade in 1991 after the regime 
accepted to implement the World Bank’s Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) whereby 
the public sector was privatized and public spending on social services was severed.103 
Politically, Egypt became a marginalized power after Sadat had signed the Camp 
David Accords, according to which the country became one of the largest recipients of 
the USAID. In her book Changing Consumer Culture in Modern Egypt (2005), Mona 
Abaza argues that being an aid recipient created the image of Egypt as a “nation of 
beggars seeking the assistance of international aid because it cannot keep its internal 
affairs in order.”104 Also, being a trade partner with the US has transformed the whole 
country into an aid consumer which in turn has pushed the working population to the 
service sector.105 Such developments caused this emerging literary generation to break 
 
101 Ibid. P.55 
102 Ibid. P.48 
103 Nagarajan, K.V. “Egypt’s Political Economy and the Downfall of the Mubarak Regime.” International Journal of 
Humanities and Social Science. vol. 3, n° 10 [Special Issue – May 2013]. P.31 
104 Abaza, Mona. Changing Consumer Cultures of Modern Egypt: Cairo's urban Reshaping, vol. 101., Brill, 
Leiden;Boston. 2006. P.25 
105 Ibid 
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with the romanticized past of the sixties and to “rethink its relation to the social and 
political identity.”106 
Culturally, Hafez states, that the Egyptian literary establishments campaigned 
against the nineties generation for a number of years, rejecting their work and accusing 
them of  being poorly educated, nihilistic and lacking interest in public issues.107 
Fortunately, the new information technology, imported to Egypt as part and parcel of the 
neoliberal project, has opened a window for these writers to publish their work on blogs 
and gain some exposure. The new medium, as argued by Tarek Arriss (2010) has made 
“a series of structural and linguistic transformation” to Arabic literature.108 On one hand, 
“many young novelists (appropriated) the structure of blogs in their literary production”; 
on the other hand, “English words left in the Latin script or at times transliterated”109 
reflected the effects of globalization on the literary tradition.  
In this chapter, I will study An takun Abbas al-Abd (2003) (the English 
translation; by Humphrey Davies, Being Abbas El Abd appeared in 2006) by Ahmed 
Alaidy, the most celebrated literary achievement of the millennial generation according to 
Al-Ahram Weekly110. In his review of the text, Youssef Rakha (2004) describes it as an 
“essay on contemporary middle-class culture”111 I add that the text is an ‘essay’ on the 
 
106 Arriss, El, Tarek. “Hacking the Modern: Arabic Writing in the Virtual Age.” Comparative Literature Studies, 
vol.47, n° 4. 2010. P.537 
107 Hafez, Sabry. P.49 
108 Arriss, Tarek. P.533 
109 ibid 
110 “Fictions of the Mind.” An interview with Youssef Rakha. Al-Ahram Weekly On Line. 5-11 Febraury, 2004. 
Retrieved at: http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/Archive/2004/676/cu4.htm 
111 Rakha, Youssef. “Pop power: On Ahmed al-Aidi and Abbas al-Abd.” The Daily Star, May 15, 2004. Retrieved at: 
http://www.arabworldbooks.com/Readers2004/articles/Ahmed_alaidi2.htm 
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life of the millennial generation in neoliberal Cairo, whose experience is shaped by and in 
reaction to the changing socio-economic, political and cultural orders in the globalized 
city. 
An Takun Ahmed Alaidy: Life and Literary Style 
Two months after Sadat had announced the reorientation toward the open door policy, 
Ahmed Alaidy was born in Saudi Arabia. Alaidy’s father was among the Egyptian youth 
who were encouraged by Sadat’s regime to work in the gulf and to invest their work 
remittances in their home country. When Alaidy was fifteen years old, the family 
returned to Egypt in order for their older son to complete Thanawiyya Amma (national 
secondary school certificate) in Cairo. The family settled in Nasr City where they built a 
house in which Alaidy lived on a separate floor with his library. In my interview with 
him, he laughs as he recalls how his family used to allow him to travel between Saudi 
Arabia and Egypt with a heavy bag that contained his books. His extra care of the bag 
used to draw the attention of the custom’s officers who would carefully inspect it without 
paying attention to the rest of the family belongings which contained typical items that 
Egyptian families used to bring from the Gulf: a fan, a video player and a blanket. 
According to Samia Mehrez in her book Egypt’s Cultural Wars, Alaidy failed to 
score in the national high school certificate, and was enrolled in a marketing degree in the 
Open University which gave him a lot of time to “stare at the computer screen, talk to the 
computer and listen to it talking back.”112 One of the fruits of talking to a computer was 
that Alaidy became a regular pen pal friend to Nabil Faruq who is a novelist best known 
for his Egyptian pocket novels. When Faruq launched his publishing house Dar al-
 
112 Mehrez, Samia. Egypt's culture wars: politics and practice. P.296 
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mubdu’wn llṭba’ah wa-nashr he asked Alaidy to write with him. Alaidy’s first published 
piece appeared in Maganin series, and he then moved to another underground publishing 
house to write comic strips; however, the publisher sensed Alaidy’s different writing 
style and asked him to write whatever he liked. This is how Being Abbas El Abd came 
into being. 
One of the main challenges that Alaidy faced to write literature was financial.  In 
an interview with Mustafa Zikri, Alaidy explains that “getting something published 
meant paying money, so there was no possibility of my writing literature.”113 The first 
draft of the novel was rejected, and Alaidy, passing through a financial crisis, had to 
bring back the submitted draft from the first publishing house in order to submit it to 
another publisher because he could not afford printing a new copy.114 Luckily, the novel 
was accepted by the reading committee in Dar Merit (Merit Publishing House). 
Moreover, the great writer Sonallah Ibrahim had recommended the novel to the late 
Gamal al-Ghitani, then the editor in chief of Akhbar al-Adab, who introduced the novel 
and its author to the literary audience of his magazine directly before the novel’s 
publication.  
Alaidy considers Chuck Palahniuk to be his mentor, and like him, Alaidy is a 
minimalist writer. As a literary school, minimalism employs reduced vocabulary, short 
sentences, few adjectives and abundant dialogue to ‘reveal’ a narrative. Information is not 
told, but is shown through characters’ actions, and the characters themselves are ordinary 
 
113 An interview with Ahmed Alaidy and Mustafa Zikri. Bedoun. Retrieved at: 
http://bidoun.org/articles/ahmed-Alaidy-and-mustafa-zikri 
114 A personal interview with the author. 
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subjects depicted in their everyday life. 115 Theorists and practitioners of this school claim 
that such compromises in the literary style are made to allow for a richer reading 
experience whereby the reader is engaged in interpreting the text and filling its gaps. This 
concept is beautifully articulated by Ibrahim Aslan in a short video about writing that 
Alaidy filmed and uploaded on his YouTube channel. In this short clip Aslan explains 
that no artistic language could contain or fully express real pains in life; thus, it is crucial 
for any writer to transform his pains from an experience to write about into a tool to write 
with. Writing for Aslan (and for Alaidy) gains its value from all what is excluded from 
the story in relation to what is included. For example, a painting of a girl with one eye 
will engage the receiver in thinking about the other eye. The value of the artwork, Aslan 
claims, lies in the absence of the lost eye which gives meaning to the present one.116 
Alaidy follows Aslan’s formula and writes with his fear. Graduating from an 
Open University, Alaidy did not pursue a full time job. This is not an easy choice for a 
middle class Cairene man. In one of the scripts that Alaidy wrote, his character, a 
delivery man driving a toktok, says: 
 “This country needs people like trains, put them on tracks so they don’t get 
mixed up.  
They’ll say yes, certainly, with pleasure. 
 I’m the track, not the train.”117  
 
115Greaney, Phil. “An Introduction to Literary Minimalism in the American Short Story”. Wordpress. Retrieved at:  
https://philgreaney.wordpress.com/2012/02/07/an-introduction-to-literary-minimalism-in-the-american-short-
story/ 
116  .دمحأ ،يدياعلا ةطساوب عوفرم ".ةباتكلا نع" .ميهاربإ ،نلاصأ16  ،ربمتبس2010:ويديفلا طبار . 
v=QGHjQObgvN8https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
117 Abla, Ibrahim. Love in the Time of Gum. 2009. From 2:14 to 2:25. Retrieved at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1zW7_AUqNY 
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This powerful metaphor indicates the limited options one has in Egypt. In 
Alaidy’s view, one either becomes a train, or the train would pass over him. Alaidy did 
not attempt to be a train, which makes him vulnerable to marginalization and isolation in 
the big metropolis. In Being Abbas El Abd, Alaidy transforms his fear into a disjointed 
narrative that is narrated by a schizophrenic narrator. Abdullah, a video rental attendant 
whose parents died in his early childhood, is the nephew of Awni, an experimental 
psychiatrist, who uses him as a guinea pig, making out of Abdullah the world’s most 
unusual phobia case. To treat Abdullah, Awni uses a forbidden therapeutic technique 
whereby he exposes himself to the same experiences which triggered Abdullah’s phobias, 
on the premise that he’d then be able to treat himself and his nephew. Awni eventually 
fails in treating himself and remains a prisoner of Abdullah’s most unusual phobic 
condition for the rest of his life. This is when Abbas El Abd develops as a nihilistic voice 
inside Awni/ Abdullah (I will simply refer to Awni/ Abdullah as the narrator) who pushes 
him to “engage the world around him through angry acts of violence and rebellion.”118 
Abbas gets into hot relationships over the phone and sets a double blind date for the 
narrator with two girls with the same name “Hind” on two different floors in the same 
coffee shop. Being Abbas El Abd unfolds as the narrator moves across the city to meet 
both girls.  
 
118 Arriss, Tarek P.536 
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Map 8- Abdullah’s movement between his apartment in Muqattam, Ramses 
Square and Mohandessien where he meets both Hind(s) and then back to Muqattam with 
one of them. 
 
The “City as Target” to Tourism and Consumerism 
The city is made legible through the narrator pursuit to escape social isolation. The 
narrator rides a microbus from his place in Muqattam to Ramses119 Square where he takes 
a taxi to Mohandessien neighborhood. The microbus is a cheap mean of transportation 
that attracts mainly working and middle class Cairenes, and which the narrator uses in the 
first part of his trip in order to reduce the total fare of his route. This movement from a 
neighborhood to another and from scene to scene indicates, as Moretti suggests, the 
narrator’s urban experience which is facilitated by his social class and economic power. 
As explained in the previous chapter, movement across the city is of class character 
because “the people most likely to move from scene to scene (are) those with interests or 
 
119 This is how the name of the square is transliterated in the English translation of the novel. 
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connections complicated enough to take them to different parts of the city; such people 
(are) the most affluent.” 120 
In his analysis of Balzac’s novels, Moretti follows the protagonists as they move 
between the two extremes of the city, and the thoughts that accompany them while 
passing through the public spaces and bridges suspended across the Seine. He concludes 
that the urban experience of these protagonists is shaped by daydreams: 
“Grand projects, erotic fantasies, imaginary revenges, sudden epiphanies… And 
all this, always in the same space, exactly midway between the world of youth and that of 
desire. It is the public space of the Tuileries and the Champs Elysees, with its oblique 
gazes and ephemeral meetings; more icastically still, the no-man’s land of the bridges 
suspended across the Seine.”121 
In Being Abbas El Abd however, the urban experience of the narrator is shaped by 
violence and exploitation. The narrator lives alone in his apartment, and does not meet his 
neighbors although he could hear their fights and growls day and night. His first contact 
with other Cairenes is made in the confined space of the microbus, which he describes as 
a “canful of performing animals.”122 He quarrels with the tout, who makes the 
passengers’ journey extremely noisy by his non-stop drumming on the microbus door. 
The driver then quarrels with the tout and fellow drivers on the street. This suffocating 
condition intensifies when the narrator closes the window after a passenger sitting in 
front of him spits out of the window, and the air carries the spit to his face. Even after 
closing the window, the city still displays its violent show when, at a traffic signal, a 
small bare-foot girl goes up to a red luxurious car and attempts to interest its well looking 
 
120 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.87 
121 Ibid. P.95 
122 Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. Translated by Humphery Davies. The American University in Cairo Press. 
2006. P.11.  
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driver to buy a packet of paper hankies. But the guy pushes her fragile body, and the girl 
falls with the packets of hankies to the ground.  
“This is where the ladies of the night are born… in plain daylight. 
Soon the little girl’s body will be converted into circles that will accept the 
geometrical abuse of any miserable oblong. 
May the hormonal conscience of our “brother Arabs” guard her well! 
God bless the property rights that turn people into things that can be priced and 
given “use by” dates! 
God bless the charity of the credit card! 
We like to say that we hold our “little innocents” “dear”. So TEAR AT HER, so 
long as you’re gonna pay! 
Let our tourist slogan in the future be Altruism, Not Egotism! 
The little girl cries.”123 
 “The City –as- Target” is a concept developed by Bishop and Roy in 2009, and 
indicates the various ways by which cities become targets of different kinds of violence. 
“Cities become targets for the simple reason that they are the sites of massive, virtually 
inexhaustible, material and immaterial concentrations of human energy and value, 
production and consumption.”124 The likelihood of violently targeting a city increases as 
urbanization grows. In their article “Mumbai: City –as- Target, Bishop and Roy (2009) 
study the terroristic attacks on the city of Mumbai that took place in 2008. Despite being 
subjected to military violence, the authors do not limit violence to military or paramilitary 
 
123 Ibid.P.12,13. The text in Arabic:  ايسدنه ةناهلإا لبقت رئاود نم دسج ىلإ ةلفطلا لوحتت "ادغ" .راهنلا حضو يف ..انه نقلُخي ليللا تايتف"
 ."قيقش يبرع يلأ" ينومرهلا ريمضلا اهسرحيلف .ريقح ليطتسم يأ نم اهيطعي و "ريعستلا" لبقت ءايشأ ىلإ صاخشلأا لوُحي يذلا كلمتلا كروب
 يحايسلا انراعش نكيل .عفدتس تمدام شهنا ...اذل ."يلاغ" هنأب "ىنضلا" فصن نحن ."دراك تيديركلا" لفاكت كروب .ءاهتنا و ةيحلاص خيرات :مداقلا
.ةرثلأا لا راثيلإا 
 ".يكبت ةلفطلا 
124 Bishop, Ryan & Roy, Tania. “Mumbai: City- as- Target”. Theory, Culture & Society . 2009. (Sage. Los Angeles, 
London, New Delhi and Singapore). Vol.26 (7-8), pp. 263-277. P. 265 
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forms. They indicate that cities are targeted in both material and immaterial ways, one of 
which is economic violence. 
“The city-as-target continues to operate in several different ways, with military or 
paramilitary targeting being but one. (…) The city is targeted in material and immaterial 
ways, through concrete actions and through architectural plans to pour concrete or 
remove it. The urban vision to renovate industrial mill-lands in order to attract investment 
in retail, to market high-end leisure activities, or simply to clear ground for real-estate 
developers, for example, displays targeting strategies in the material environment but also 
in the immaterial realm of planning and global capital circulation.”125 
 
The city of Cairo has become a target for economic violence since the 
liberalization of the economy in the early seventies. In her book Remaking the Modern: 
Space, Relocation, and the Politics of Identity in a Global Cairo, Farha Ghannam (2002) 
explains that Sadat’s neoliberal policy aimed at modernizing Egypt by increasing 
economic growth, encouraging foreign and Arab investment and promoting social 
development. It was expected that the returns on domestic and foreign investments would 
fund the construction of a modern country. As a result, “investments in tourism were 
especially important because they were expected to yield high economic returns and 
provide substantial foreign exchange and well-paid employment.” Consequently, several 
spatial changes were made to the city of Cairo to transform it into a tourist haven. As 
mentioned in the introduction of this work, “hotel chains dotted the Nile Corniche, 
bridges and new roads were constructed to facilitate the circulation of goods and people, 
and conspicuous consumption soared.”126 This modernization of space did not proceed 
without, what David Harvey (2008) calls, “creative destruction”, which is a process that 
 
125 Ibid. P.271. 
126 Ghannam, Farha. P.29 
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employs violence to “build the new urban world on the wreckage of the old.”127 The 
subjects of violence are almost always the poor who are dislocated from their old allies to 
give way for more modern spaces to get established.128 
In the same realm, Mona Abaza argues, that since Infitah, the meaning of 
modernization, development and democracy has changed. The word modernization 
became equivalent to “never ending luxurious consumption,”129 and in the mind of the 
business tycoons, the word development became synonym to the expansion of 
consumerism through the building of new shopping areas, annexed to international hotels 
and tourist resorts.”130 These developments were made possible when in the wake of the 
implementation of the Structural Adjustment Program, the regime, as Timothy Mitchell 
argues, reduced its subsidy spending on the poor, and subsidized the rich by supplying 
them with cheap land and infrastructure to establish semipublic or completely private 
spaces such as shopping malls and gated communities to cater for their consumption and 
habitation needs. 131 Thus, the differentiation between the rich and the poor has become 
“spatially concretized.”132  Accordingly, and as Leila Vignal and Eric Denis argue, “The 
 
127 Harvey, David. “The Right to the City.” New Left Review. September- October 2008. Retrieved at: 
https://newleftreview.org/II/53/david-harvey-the-right-to-the-city 
128 Much of Harvey’s work explains the role of urbanization in absorbing the capital surpluses. He offers a simple 
explanation in one of his lectures titled “The Neoliberal City” in which he argues that the sustainability of 
capitalism depends on continuously creating channels and opportunities to re-invest money. The failure to find 
such channels hit capitalism with the crisis of devaluation. One of the ever successful channels for reinvestment is 
urbanization. Urbanization helps solve capital-surplus absorption problem through converting the city to a center 
of consumption and tourism; thus building hotels, shopping malls, gated communities and cafés. Such changes in 
the urban environment yield a vast change in the urban lifestyle and the political landscape, where the subsidized 
home-ownership for the middle classes changed the focus of community action towards the defense of private 
property instead of collective political action. 
129 Abaza, Mona. P.24 
130 Ibid 
131 Vignal, Leila and Denis, Eric. P.111 
132 Ibid. P.111 
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face of poverty has changed with the passage from a society of shortages to a society of 
consumerism, without a redistribution of revenue that would enable either the growth or 
survival of the middle class.”133 Under such repressing conditions, the word democracy 
was reconstructed to mean the “freedom to consume.” As the argument of Mona Abaza 
continues, “Consume but shut up” became the regime’s strategy in silencing class 
inequality and social injustice.  
“Stop anybody and ask them about their ambitions and then leave them to talk. 
You’re looking for money, health, beauty, power, without grasping the reality: 
We’re not looking for hundreds of pounds, we’re looking for what we can buy 
with hundreds of pounds. 
(…) 
We’re not looking for money as an end in itself, as we imagine. We’re looking for 
more options. 
Isn’t Hell, to simplify shamelessly, being bereft of options? 
(…) 
“And those asshole sons of bitches have taken away our options.”134 
Besieging the City 
Shutting up as a strategy meant the enactment of the emergency law which was put into 
action for thirty consequent years since Mubarak came to power in 1981. The law 
extends police powers and permits indefinite detention of civilians. At the same time, it 
limits political activity and prohibits gatherings of more than five people. Integral to 
those restricting measures, public spaces were fenced off by green long iron walls that 
control the path of pedestrians in large squares like Tahrir and Ramses. In his article 
Tahrir Square: Social Media, Public Space, Mohamed El-Shahed135 (2011) argues that 
 
133 ibid 
134 Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. P.97, 98. The text in Arabic:  تنأ .ثدحتي هعد و هحومط نع هلأسا و صخش يأ فقوأ"
 هيرتشت نأ نكمي امع ثحبن لب ،تاهينجلا تائم نع ثحبن لا نحن ..ةقيقحلا كردت نأ نود نم ةوطسلا و لامجلا و ةحصلا و لاملا نع ثحبت تائم
( ؟"نشبولأا" عازتنإ وه لخم طيسبتب ميحجلا سيلأ .رثكأ "تانشبوأ" نع ثحبن نحن .نظن امك هتاذل لاملا نع ثحبن لا نحن )...( .تاهينجلا )...
".انتعاتب "تانشبولأا" اوبحس لود بلكلا عيدلام دلاوو" 
135 This is how the author writes his name on the article. 
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such measures did not only challenge and scare pedestrians, but also led to the decline of 
the public space and the “erosion of civic pride” 136 
When the narrator gets out of the microbus in Ramses Square, he is ordered by a 
traffic cop to walk the other way.137 In my interview with Alaidy, he describes this scene 
as the “fumes that preceded the volcanic eruption of the 2011 revolution.” He adds that 
the city space turned to be a huge prison where people were treated like animals whose 
movement was controlled and besieged by gates. This scene reflects the humiliation that 
Cairenes experience during their daily movement within the city space: 
“RAMSES , LADIES AND GENTS , AND THE END OF THE LINE .” 
 I get out of the minibus to join forces with my fellow citizens. 
A traffic cop stops me from crossing the street. “The other way, sir!”  
Shit. Shit shit shit. 
“What other way??”  
(He shoves me on the shoulder.) “Like I said, mister, the other way —got it? How 
true the proverb, ‘Verily, He Who Understands is a Comfort and a Joy!’”138 
 
Being Abbas El Abd is indeed a text about phobia. The city of Cairo that is 
revealed through this short trip is violent, repressing and exploitative. It dominates the 
characters and triggers their fear of both social and political violence. According to 
Alaidy, “their fear is a shield that both limits and protects them from now, tomorrow and 
from whatever they are scared of.” Such an overwhelming urban experience further 
isolates the narrator, not in the confines of a neighborhood as in the case of The Heron, 
 
136 Elshahed, Mohamed. “Tahrir Square: Social Media, Public Space.” Places Journal, February 2011. Accessed 04 
Jan 2017. https://doi.org/10.22269/110227 
137 Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. P. 21 
138 Ibid. P.21. The text in Arabic:  نم دحاو ينفقوتساف ،نينطاوملا يئلامز ىلإ مضنلأ صابوركيملا نم تلزن ".تارضح اي رخلآا و سيسمر"
ب" :يفتك يف يندغز "؟ةينات ةيحان يهنأ" .ءاره ءاره ءاره .ءاره ".ذاتسأ اي ةيناتلا ةيحانلا م" :عراشلا روبع نم يعنمل رورملا "ركسع"ا نم كلوق
".حيريب مهفيب يللا حيحص ،هقب مهفت ام ،يدنفا اي ةيناتلا ةيحانلا 
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but inside himself. As Alaidy beautifully puts it: “We live in a city called al-Qahira 
which means the vanquisher. This city should have conquered its enemies, but it turned to 
be conquering its own inhabitants. The more the city pressures us, the more we become 
isolated. We are being expelled to our own bodies. The body itself becomes the only site 
that one can live inside and mind its own business. The body has become our last refuge 
because any further retreat means death.”139  
The Opposing Narrative Poles and the Force of Mediation  
In Being Abbas El Abd, the two opposing narrative poles are, therefore, the city and the 
narrator himself as an isolated psyche and space. Overwhelmed by phobia, the schizoid 
narrator is isolated in a room where he recalls his torturous childhood and therapeutic 
experiences. The borders of his world are the borders of his multi-layered selves: 
“The sixth rule for leaving is… 
Wave to the others. 
Awni claims that there’s a superego and a regular ego. 
If the World forsakes you- which is more or less what it’s there for- that 
abandonment may seem reasonable. But what happens if what forsakes you is the ego? 
“Don’t be scared.” 
You’re just an “I” inside an “I.” 
Think of it as between parentheses, working from the inside out: (I(ins(I)de)I). 
And Awni asserts- based on what Freud said- that you are nothing but “I inside I 
inside I.” 
Nothing but ten parentheses and a stupid sentence. 
(I(ins(I(ins(I)de)I)de)I)”.140 
 
139 A personal interview with the author. 
140 Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. P. 65. The text in Arabic:  لوقي "ينوع" .نيرخلآ ءاوهلا يف حول ...ليحرلل ةسداسلا ةدعاقلا"
ايلعلا انلأا كانه نإ ملاعلا كلذخ ول .ىرغصلا انلأا و- هتفيظو ابيرقت كلتو-  ؟"انلأا" وه كلذخ يذلا ناك ول لصحي يذلا ام ..نكل و لاوبقم اذه ودبي دقف
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In his review of the novel, Hazem Abyad (2003) argues that Alaidy’s text 
conjures a disembodied space, a city stripped of its materiality.141 This is partially true 
because if it weren’t for the short trip in the microbus and Ramses, the city would have 
stayed distant and unknown. The city is revealed by the mediation of the third narrative 
pole which enters the narrative and changes its course. This pole is Abbas El Abd.  
As a voice, Abbas El Abd is nihilistic, violent, critical and liberated from the 
nation’s romanticized past, and both the national and religious discourses. Abbas 
develops as the protagonist attempts to overcome his phobias and engage with the world 
around him. Unlike Yusif al-Naggar, who belongs to Egypt’s generation of defeat, and 
whose middle position is facilitated by his cultural and political involvement, Abbas El 
Abd severs his relation to history and culture. His middle position is facilitated by 
belonging to Egypt’s “I’ve-got- nothing- left- to- lose” generation. This position allows 
him to break with the narrator’s fears and push him to confront his phobias. 
“Egypt had its Generation of the Defeat. 
We’re the generation that came after it. 
 The ‘I’ve-got-nothing-left-to-lose generation.’  
(…) 
 ‘It can’t get any worse than this.” 
Pull-Shit 
You need to UPGRADE your wisdom and UPDATE your experience: The worst 
thing that can happen is to have nothing worse to fear. 
 
 "ينوع" دكؤي و .)اـ)لـ)انأ(ـخاد(ـنأ( :جراخلل لخادلا نم ساوقلأا نيب امك اهيف ركف ."انأ لخاد انأ" درجم تنأ "..شفاخت ام"– " هلاق امل اقفو "ديورف- 
.)اــ)لــ)ااــ)لــ)انأ(ــخاد(ــنأ(ــخاد(ــنأ( :ةفيخس ةلمج و ساوقأ ةرشع ىوس تسل تنأ ."انأ لخاد انأ لخاد انأ" لاإ تسل كنأ 
  
:لاقملا طبار .2003 ربمسيد .ةايحلا ."دبعلا سابع نوكت نأ" .مزاح ،ضيبلأا 141 
http://www.arabworldbooks.com/ArabicLiterature/review20.htm  
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Anyone who reads the history of most Third World countries will discover a 
painful tragedy. Many have been liberated by the Revolution from ‘foreign occupier’ 
only to fall into the clutches of ‘the national occupier.’ 
In a third of the countries of the Third World-approximately- you need to have an 
American passport if you want to be treated like a respectable citizen.” 
“Okay, so what do you want to do about it now??” 
“They say, ‘If you don’t do something to someone, someone will do something to 
you.’ 
I say, ‘If you don’t do to something to yourself, they’ll do something to you.’ 
And now, please… 
Do yourself a favor and don’t waste time. 
Discover the hidden enemy within you. Unleash him. Give him your week points. 
Give him your blemishes and your mutilated heart. 
Then kill yourself.”142 
The difference between Yusif al-Naggar and Abbas El Abd could be explained by 
their different points of departure. In the heart of the modernist novel, as Sabry Hafez 
explains, there exists the “notion that man can make himself—that ‘we are what we 
choose to be.’” In Aslan’s narrative, Yusif al-Naggar chooses to be a writer; a pursuit that 
took him outside Imbaba, and made him belong to a community of writers and intellects 
to whom the “Revolution” meant everything and was their gate to social and economic 
inclusion inside the city. With the neoliberal turn, Yusif al-Naggar fails to be what he 
chose to be, and his struggle becomes the substance of his story. On the contrary, in 
Being Abbas El Abd, the notion that “man can make himself” is shifted to man can ‘kill’ 
 
142Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. P. 36, 37. The text in Arabic:  .هيلي يذلا ليجلا نحن ."ةسكنلا" ليج كانه ناك رصم يف"
.ءاره .أوسأ وه ام كانه سيل )...(."اهرسخأ ةجاح شيدنع ام" ليج (Bull Shit) 
 ريوطت" كيلإ(upgrade)  "ثيدحت" و ،ةمكحلا(update)  ثلاثلا ملاعلا لود مظعم يف خيراتلا أرقي نم .أوسأ وه ام كيدل نوكي لاأ أوسأ ام :براجتلا
ا ملاعلا نادلب ثلث يف و ."ينطولا لتحملا" نثاربل اعوط اوعضخيل "يبنجلأا لتحملا" نم ةروثلاب اوررحت نوريثك .ةملؤم ةاسأملا دجيس ثلاثل–ابيرقت- 
س مهدحأ نإف مهدحلأ ائيش لعفت مل اذإ نولوقي مه "؟تقولد هيإ زياع تنا بط" .مرتحم نطاومك لماُعتل "يناكيرمأ" "روبساب" لمحت نأ كيلع ائيش لعفي
 .أكلتت لاو ،افورعم كسفنل مدق ..ءاجر نلآا و .كل ائيش لعفيس مهدحأ نإف كسفنل ائيش لعفت مل اذإ لوقأ انأ و .كل .قلطني هعد و كيف نماكلا ودعلا فرعا
".كسفن لتقا مث .هوشملا كبلق و ،كبويع هطعأ .كفعض طاقن هطعأ 
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himself. As Samia Mehrez argues, Abbas El Abd cuts loose with the conventional icon of 
the nation and confronts the “impossibility of becoming what (he) wants.”143 This 
struggle is even absent from the narrative. What we see as readers is Abbas El Abd’s 
attempts to resolve the narrator’s crisis. Like the characters of Balzac’s novels who 
realized the complication of urban life, and sought relief by plunging deeper into the 
urban maelstrom, Abbas El Abd fights the urban life of Cairo by getting used to it. 
“Abbas says, when he’s feeling good: Don’t fight things by resisting them 
because they’ll strike back with vengeance. Fight things by doing them—that way they 
lose their meaning. 
Got a problem with smoking or eating chocolate? 
Smoke till your lips turn into filters. Eat Cadbury bars till your teeth melt or the 
factory closes. 
Do it till you lose your mind.” 
That’s his philosophy, and he practices it to perfection.”144 
 This philosophy materializes when Abbas sets a double blind date for the narrator 
with two girls at the same time on two different floors of the same coffee shop. This 
attempt should be understood as a challenge, an advanced level of the game that Abbas 
plays with the narrator in order to encourage him fight his social isolation. The narrator 
eventually succeeds in convincing Hind the prostitute with his false identity, but he fails 
in doing so with the other Hind, and so, he takes the challenge to the next level by 
uncovering his identity and inspiring Hind with an idea to take her revenge from Abbas 
El Abd.  
 
143 Mehrez, Samia. Egypt’s Cultural Wars. P.140 
144 Alaidy, Ahmed. Being Abbas El Abd. P.40. The text in Arabic:  اهنلأ  ،اهتمواقمب ءايشلأا لتاقت لا :لابلا قئار وهو سابع لوقي"
وحتت ىتح نخد .ةتلاوكوشلا لوانت وأ نيخدتلا عم ةلكشم كل تناك نإ .اهانعم دقفت ىتخ اهلعفب ءايشلأا لتاق .ةيشحوب ةبرضلا درت و دوعتس ىلإ كاتفش ل
مامت اهديجي وهو ،هتفسلف يه كلت .كباوص دقفت ىتح اهلعفا .عنصملا لفُقي وأ كنانسأ بوذت ىتح "يروبداك" بلاوق لُك .رتلف".ا  
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SHE WASN ’ T A CORPSE YET . 
Hind doesn’t like wasting time because she’s never been like other girls.  
Place: Geneina Mall, the Ladies’ Toilet.  
Hind writes the mobile phone number on the insides of the doors of the toilets 
with a waterproof lipstick, then passes a Kleenex soaked in soda water over it, ’cos that 
way, cupcake, it can’t be wiped off! 
I told her to write it at the eye level of a person sitting on the toilet seat. 
Above it two words: CALL ME 
Why? 
Because these things happen. 
The woman goes into the toilet to relieve herself.  
The woman goes into the toilet to use something that emerges, from her handbag, 
to protect her. 
Her sin, of which she is guiltless.  
A naked fragile butterfly—and 
Enter the terrible number. 
The number gazes at her weakness. 
The number permits itself to intervene instantaneously.  
The number asks no permission and has no supernumeraries.  
The number is 
Zero-one-zero, six, forty, ninety, thirty. 
CALL ME 
010 6 40 90 30 
Arkadia Mall: 
CALL ME  
010 6 40 90 30 
Ramses Hilton Mall: 
CALL ME  
010 6 40 90 30  
The World Trade Center:  
Accept no imitations. 
Zero-one-zero, six, forty, ninety, thirty.  
CALL ME.”145 
 
“Stories often start from the strangest things.” Being Abbas El Abd starts with the 
author’s fear of sharing his telephone number with strangers. Alaidy initially built his 
 
145. P.1, 2. The text in Arabic:El AbdBeing Abbas Alaidy, Ahmed.   
ليابوملا مقر بتكت "دنه" .تاديسلا مامح .لوم ةنينج :ناكملا .تايرخلأاك نكت مل اهنلأ تقولا ةعاضإ بحت لا "دنه" .دعب ةثج نكت مل يه"  باوبأ ىلع
ررُمت مث ،ءاملل داضملا جورلا ملقب لخادلا نم ماّمحلا  يف هبتكت نأ اهل تلق .وكوك اي اهوحم ليحتسي انه و ،اهيلع ادوصلاب ةلتبُم "سكنيلك" ةقرو
هتجاح ءاضقل ماّمحلا لخدت ةأرملا .ثدحت ءايشلأا هذه نلأ ؟اذامل .ينيملك :ةدحاو ةملك هقوف نم و .."هينباكلا" ىلع ةسلاجلا رظن ىوتسم لخدت ةأرملا .ا
قح نم ،جرخي ءيش مادختسلا مامحلا مقرلا ."بيهرلا مقرلا" يتأي انه و رسكلا لبقت ةيراع ةشه ةشارف .هيف اهل بنذ لا يذلا اهبنذ.اهيمحيل ،اهدي ةبي
ت نيعست نيعبرأ ةتس وريز دحاو وريز :مقرلا وه اذه .ناوعأ هل سيل و نذأتسي لا مقرلا .اروف لخدتلاب هسفنل حمسي مقرلا .اهفعض يف قدحي .نيتلا
 .ينيملك010-6 40 90 30 .ينيملك .لوم ايداكرآ .010-6 40 90 30 ينيملك .لوم سيسمر نوتليه .010-6 40 90 30 سيل .رتنس ديرت دلرولا .
".ينيملك .نيتلات نيعست نيعبرأ ةتس وريز دحاو وريز .ىرخأ عورف مقرلل 
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narrative on a personal fear when he asked the famous what if question: “What if my 
mobile number became written on the doors of female lavatories in Cairo shopping 
malls?” The why and how soon followed and the first scene of the novel was complete 
with Alaidy sharing his personal number with the readers. 
In this scene, Hind takes revenge on Abbas by writing permanently his cell 
number on the doors of the ladies toilets in Cairo shopping malls so that the bothered 
mall management would try to find the number’s owner. But at the same time, this tactic 
will increase the number of people calling the narrator and thus breaking his isolation. 
 
 
Map 9- Abbas El Abd’s mobile number in Cairo shopping malls 
The red marks on the above map indicate the places where Abbas El Abd’s cell 
number is written. If we compare this map to its counterpart in the previous chapter 
which shows Yusif al-Naggar movement throughout the city we find some interesting 
aspects. The borders in The Heron are the borders of Imbaba itself. Yusif al-Naggar is the 
only character that crosses these borders in the full light of the day. We see downtown 
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twice with Yusif; during the students’ movement in 1972, and during the bread riots in 
1977. Both events constitute collective actions, and Yusif could identify with others who 
share the streets with him. However, in this map, the borders of the character’s psyche are 
crossed virtually through the cell number that covers a wide geographical range of the 
city. Unlike Moretti’s third poles, who are assumed to have the richest urban experience 
and the vastest social connection and affluence, Abbas El Abd is nothing but an intruder 
to the very private space of the ladies toilet.  
“The "CALL ME" becomes as urging in the text as it is in the ladies toilet. The 
text is echoing a man’s voice that seems to introduce itself inside the ladies toilets, to 
address the women directly. As prosaic as it is, this place becomes nevertheless a 
potential meeting space between men and women. While per- forming "a de-
romanticisation that leaves no nostalgia and no regrets", destroying all romantic 
representations of love or even of dating, the narrator turns the mall, or more exactly its 
ladies toilets, into a suitable place for making "first contacts.”146 
 
The “potential meeting space” that Dina Heshmat refers to in the above passage is 
not really a space, but rather a phone network. It was argued by many scholars that, in 
this text, the mall develops as a possible space of encounter and dating. The main 
evidence to this conclusion is the assumption that the double blind date was set in a 
shopping mall.147 This is untrue because the narrator meets both Hind(s) in Bakery coffee 
shop at Mohandisseen as indicated twice in the text.148It is true that Abbas El Abd’s cell 
number is written on the insides of the doors of female toilets in different shopping malls, 
but this does not make the ladies toilet or the mall a possible space of encounter in this 
specific narrative because the real encounter, if any, is done virtually over phone. 
 
146 Heshmat, Dina. “Representing contemporary urban space: Cairo Malls in Two Egyptian Novels”. Arabica 58. 
2011 538-553. P.556 
147 See Changing Consumer Cultures of Modern Egypt: Cairo’s Urban Reshaping by Mona Abaza. P.229-231 and 
Dina Heshmat’s article cited above. 
148 See Being Abbas El Abd P. 23 and 72 
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The City in a Virtual Age 
The city of Cairo is dissolved by virtual networks. In her paper “Representing 
contemporary urban space: Cairo Malls in two Egyptian Novels” Dina Heshmat explains 
that the spirit of the city and its very ideal is shaped by the confrontation between oneself 
and the other.149 This confrontation is displaced in Alaidy’s text to the virtual world of 
mobile networks and the internet. Both innovations are a direct result of neoliberalism, 
which, in order to compress space and time, the ideology encouraged the innovation of 
new technologies, which substituted the traditional forms of communication with other 
virtual means that both “brought us together and drove us apart”.150 Unlike previous 
technological innovations which reformulated distance, the internet and mobile networks 
have caused distance to die.151 Thus, new technology dissolved spaces into networks that 
are ‘placeless’ in all senses of the term ‘where’ people around the globe spend most of 
their time. 
The city of Cairo is dissolved in Alaidy’s narrative. As violent as it is to its 
inhabitants, it is the target of their violence too. Under neoliberalism, the city was both 
the subject and object of economic violence which commoditized the poor and the middle 
classes, turning people “into things that can be priced and given “use by” dates.” The fear 
of public dissent has stripped public spaces of its accessibility, and thus of its public. The 
same ideology that represses almost all sorts of collective action, creates virtual spaces 
that substitute and dissolve physical localities; hence, fostering alienation and isolation. 
Reducing the urban encounter between oneself and another to a virtual network 
 
149 Heshmat, Dina. “Representing Contemporary Urban Space: Cairo Malls in Two Egyptian Novels.” P.548 
150 Monbiot, George. “Neoliberalism is Creating Loneliness. That’s What’s Wrenching Society Apart.” 
151Agnew, John. Handbook of Geographical Knowledge.London: Sage, 2011. P.5 
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undermines the city spirit and negates the urban experience of its citizens. The more the 
city is dissolved, the more its inhabitants are expelled to their isolated selves. It is a 
vicious cycle of violence that eventually ends up with the narrator killing himself.  
The (I(ins(I)de)I) vanishes when surrendered by fear, phobia and loneliness. The 
two narrative poles in Being Abbas El Abd do not unify. On the contrary, Cairo 
overpowers the narrative and solely exists as both, a defeater and a defeated city. 
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The City as a Battlefield 
Mapping Utopia by Ahmed Khaled Towfik 
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In her Newberry Award winning speech, Lois Lowry speaks to her audience 
about the magic of the circular journey in literature, and says: 
 “The truth that we go out and come back, and that what we come back to is 
changed, and so are we. Perhaps I have been traveling in a circle too. Things come 
together and become complete.”152 
Like Lois Lowry, I have been travelling in a circle too. I started reading literature 
twenty years ago when my school mate had given me a pocket novel written by Ahmed 
Khaled Towfik. That first one was called Usturat Haris al-Kahf )The Myth of the Cave’s 
Guard(. It was quite a complicated novel for a beginner because it started at its middle. I 
was about to give up on reading completely, but my persistent friend kept challenging me 
week after week with new novels. Towfik captured me on the third week, when I read 
Usturat ras Medusa (The Myth of Medusa’s Head); this short novel was my gateway to 
the world of literature as a reader, and later as a writer and a researcher. Now I write this 
chapter of my thesis on Towfik’s first adult fiction novel Utopia, and I feel that a journey 
is complete. I come back to the text and to Towfik’s world after I have changed, and 
attempted to rediscover his world with the eyes of a literary scholar, a passionate one. 
Introducing Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s World 
Ahmed Khaled Towfik was born in Tanta in 1962. His father, a cotton trader, owned a 
vast library which contained British, American and Russian classics.153 Towfik gained 
access to such great works at a relatively young age. His father used to get him British 
crime and detective stories, which he enjoyed as a child and valued as he grew up.154 He 
 
152 Lowry, Lois. Newbery Acceptance Speech. June, 1994. P.7. 
153 Yaqoob, Tahira. “Ahmed Khalid Towfik, Egypt's doctor of escapism.” The National. April 26, 2017. Retrieved at: 
http://www.thenational.ae/arts-culture/books/ahmed-Khalid-towfik-egypts-doctor-of-escapism 
154  .دلاخ دمحأ ،قيفوت.روطسلا ءارو زغللا  .قورشلا راد2017ص .89 
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started writing at the age of ten, and he mostly wrote poetry and horror stories. As a child, 
Towfik used to be scared of many things. He jotted his fears down on a piece of paper, 
only to realize, that writing about horror helps him overcome his fears. In an interview on 
al-Jazeera channel, Towfik comments on this aspect and says: “It is as if horror writing 
draws a magical circle around one and his family. It keeps me behind the gun and not in 
front of it.”155 
In 1989, Towfik stopped writing poetry after he had come accidently by Amal 
Donqol’s poems, and found that this Saidi poet had said it all “in a much deeper, 
courageous and brilliant way.”156 Luckily, he continued writing horror stories until he felt 
the urge to share his writings with a larger public. At the age of 32, Towfik decided he 
wanted to write for youth; a target group that have been already addressed by more than 
one series, among the most popular ones were Milaff al-Mostaqbal (The Future File) and 
Ragul al-Mostahil (The Man of the Impossible) by Nabil Faruq. Both series were 
published by the Modern Arab Association, and both were largely spy fiction. Therefore, 
Towfik thought of presenting a new horror series featuring the old professor of 
hematology, Rif’at Ismail, who happens to be a ghost hunter.157 The series name is Ma 
Waraa al-ṭabi’ah (The Metaphysical or The Supernatural), and in each issue, Rif’at 
Ismail is misfortunately led to a new adventure with some metaphysical power. The 
series had unmistakably a moral message articulated in a good literary style and an 
exciting plot.   
 
155  .ةريزجلا ةانق .عادبإ ةلاح جمانرب .قيفوت دلاخ دمحأ.د عم ءاقل2010 :ةقيقدلا .1:45  ىتح و2:42 :ةقلحلا طبار .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39Tveor0Dzs&spfreload=1 
156  .دلاخ دمحأ ،قيفوت لاروطسلا ءارو زغل.ص .194".عورأ و عجشأ و قمعأ لكشب هلوق تدرأ ام لك لاق لقند لمأ نإ ةحارصب لقنل نكل" . 
157  ةقيقدلا .قيفوت دلاخ دمحأ.د عم ءاقل2:49  ىتح و3:37 
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 Shortly after, Ma Waraa al-ṭabi’ah was not able to contain all of the ideas 
Towfik had. Therefore, he added Fantazia (Fantasy), a series featuring Abir Abd Al-
Rahman, a bookworm, who coincidently finds a dream generator. As its name indicates, 
the device generates dreams out of the stories Abir reads. In each dream, Abir takes part 
in one literary work and changes its course. On the cover page of the first novel of this 
series, Towfik wrote: 
“Escape! Escape! 
 Escape your street landmarks 
The smell of papers on your desk 
Escape the unchanging faces 
Escape your memories,your concerns 
Escape from all who were enemies to you, and from whomsoever you were an 
enemy.. 
Escape to the worlds of dream 
To the city that has never existed and which would never exist except in the 
imagination of dreamers like me and you 
Escape! Escape!”158 
 From the world of dreams, Towfik moved to the medical thriller. The new series, 
Safari, features Alaa Abd al-Azim, a young physician who flees Egypt to work at Safari 
medical unit in Cameron, and ‘struggles to stay alive and to stay a doctor’ as the cover 
page suggests.159  
 
158  .دلاخ دمحأ ،قيفوتايزاتنافلا ..!رارفلا !رارفلا" :ةيبرعلاب صنلا .لولأا ددعلا .ةثيدحلا ةيبرعلا ةسسؤملا . ةحئار نم ..كعراش ملاعم نم رارف
نم لك نم و ،ءادعأ كل اوناك نم لك نم ..كمومه نم ..كتايركذ نم رارفلا ..ريغتت لا يتلا هوجولا باحصأ نم رارفلا ..كبتكم ىلع قارولأا  تنك
 ..كلثم و يلثم نيملاحلا ةليخم يف لاإ دجوت نل و مل ةنيدم ىلإ ..ملحلا ملاوع ىلإ رارفلا ..اودع مهل"..!رارفلا !رارفلا 
159 ".ابيبط لظي يكل و ايح لظي يكل دهاجي باش بيبط تارماغم" 
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Towfik graduated from the Medical School of Tanta in 1985, earned his PhD in 
Tropical diseases in 1997, and has been a lecturer in the same faculty since then. His 
medical background has allowed him to explore the genre of science fiction to which he 
added many works along his career. In an article titled  لايخ وه له ..يبرع يملع لايخ
؟يملع”(Arab Science Fiction.. Is it a Science Fiction?)160 Towfik (2017) introduces his 
readers to different Western and Arabic definitions of the genre, its twenty different 
themes, and the potential of its development in the Arab world. Among the definitions he 
includes in his article is one by Robert A. Heinlein, who defines the genre as: 
“A realistic speculation about possible future events, based solidly on adequate 
knowledge of the real world, past and present, and on a thorough understanding of the 
nature and significance of the scientific method.”161 
In the introduction of the article, Towfik explains that for reasons related to 
cinema production and pulp magazines, the genre of science fiction (SF) has been largely 
dominated by space operas, but this does not mean that the genre is limited to the 
developments of science and technology. Since the mid-seventies, the term social science 
fiction has come into use to describe “SF that draws directly upon ideas from the social 
sciences,” 162 and “engages in sociological speculation.”163 As a genre, SF employs its 
representational capacity to imagine alternative or future worlds, and in this attempt, it 
 
160 .دلاخ دمحأ ،قيفوت روطسلا ءارو زغللا .ص .89 
161 The definition is written in Robert A. Heinlein own words which are found on ThoughtCo page: 
https://www.thoughtco.com/definitions-of-science-fiction-2957771 
162 Gerlach, Neil & Hamilton, Shyrl.N. “Introduction: A History of Social Science Fiction.” Science Fiction Studies, vol. 
30. 2003. P.164 
163 Ibid. P.165 
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questions the existing social relationship and political order.164 To this subgenre, Ahmed 
Khaled Towfik’s first adult fiction Utopia belongs.165 
Utopia is Towfik’s most celebrated work and the only one translated into English 
by Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Publishing.  In this novel, Towfik speculates about the 
development of the neoliberal city of Cairo in 2023 under the polarizing conditions that 
divided the society into the rich who isolated themselves in a gated community by the 
north coast, and the poor who inhabited the decayed city. The dehumanizing relationship 
that exists between both worlds calls into question the political and economic order that 
permitted such developments to take place.  
Utopia: Writing a Post-Apocalyptic Dystopia 
In an interview with Cheryl Morgan on the World Science Fiction Blog, Towfik classifies 
Utopia as a “post-apocalyptic dystopia.”166 Both post-apocalypse and dystopia are two 
popular themes that recur in many works of SF around the world. Post-apocalypse is the 
theme that “deals with stories set in the aftermath of catastrophe, whether the upheaval is 
a natural disaster or a human- or alien-caused Holocaust.”167 The dystopia, on the other 
hand, is the theme that imagines worlds that are worse than our own. The definition of 
dystopia in the Encyclopedia of Science Fiction denotes that: 
 
164 Ibid 
165 More about Arabic Science Fiction could be found in Ada Barbaro’s book La fantascienza nella letteratura 
araba. Read also the translated interview with the author “Science Fiction in Arabic: “It Was Not Born All of a 
Sudden” on Arabic Literature (in English). Retrieved at: https://arablit.org/2013/09/30/science-fiction-in-arabic-it-
was-not-born-all-of-a-sudden/ 
166 Morgan,Cheryl. The World SF blog. Retrieved at:  
https://worldsf.wordpress.com/tag/ahmed-Khalid-towfik/ 
167 “Post- Holocaust”. The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction. 2016. Retrieved at: 
 http://www.sf-encyclopedia.com/entry/post-holocaust 
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“Dystopian images are almost invariably images of future society, pointing fearfully at 
the way the world is supposedly going in order to provide urgent propaganda for a 
change in direction. As hope for a better future grows, the fear of disappointment 
inevitably grows with it, and when any vision of a future utopia incorporates a manifesto 
for political action or belief, opponents of that action or belief will inevitably attempt to 
show that its consequences are not utopian but horrible.”168 
Set in 2023, the catastrophe that hit Egypt is the decay of the middle class. There 
are two major reasons that stand behind this disaster. First, the world has shifted from 
using oil to using biroil, a synthetic fuel developed in 2010, which consequently reduced 
the oil-producing countries of the Middle East into peripheral states again. The Egyptian 
labor at these countries was forced to return to Egypt, which in turn increased the burden 
on the national economy. Second, Israel has inaugurated an alternative waterway that 
replaced the Suez Canal, and reduced one of the major sources of Egypt’s national 
income. Faced with both crises, the state privatized the public sector and sold the 
Pharaonic antiquities, Egypt’s national past, to fund its need for the new fuel. Soon, the 
government disappeared, and the imported fuel became exclusively owned by the rich 
who isolated themselves inside a gated community on the north coast called “Utopia”169. 
Deprived of public services and energy, the whole population outside Utopia, the Others, 
fell into extreme poverty, and the city of Cairo retreated to a pre-modern state. 
Long before Towfik imagined Utopia, two writers were able to anticipate the 
diffusion of the great cities of the 19th century, and the development of a post-urban kind 
of agglomeration. These two writers were H.G Wells, the father of science fiction, and 
the architect and writer Frank Llyod Wright. In his 1900 essay “The Probable Diffusion 
 
168“Dystopias”.  The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction. 2016. Retrieved at: 
http://www.sf-encyclopedia.com/entry/dystopias 
169 Utopia italicized when refers to the novel. Utopia without italicization refers to the gated community. 
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of Great Cities”, H.G Wells predicted the decentralization of great cities, and the 
development of urban regions which will consist of a series of villages connected 
together by high speed rail transportation. Wells based his prophecy on the development 
of a vast network of railway lines that facilitated movement across wide landscapes and 
therefore reduced the central pull which characterizes the city in the first place.170 
Thirty years later, and with the emergence of automobiles and trucks, Wright built 
on Wells ideas and argued that “the great city was no longer modern” and that “it was 
destined to be replaced by a decentralized society.” He called this new society the 
Broadacre city which would benefit from the automobile ownership and the network of 
superhighways, which when combined, replaces the need for the concentration of 
population in a particular spot: 
“Indeed, any such clustering was necessarily inefficient, a point of congestion 
rather than of communication. The city would thus spread over the countryside at 
densities low enough to permit each family to have its own homestead and even to 
engage in part-time agriculture. Yet, these homesteads would not be isolated; their access 
to the superhighway grid would put them within easy reach of as many jobs and 
specialized services as any nineteenth century urbanite. Traveling at more than sixty 
miles an hour, each citizen would create his own city within the hundreds of square miles 
he could reach in an hour’s drive.”171  
Both Wells and Wright imagined the emergence of vast shopping areas within the 
new urban regions. While Wells imagined that the new city itself would be essentially a 
bazar, Wright predicted that roadside markets would emerge at the intersection of 
 
170 Fishman, Robert. “Beyond Suburbia: The Rise of the Technoburb.” The City Reader. Sixth edition. 2016. P.86. 
Retrieved at: 
https://books.google.com.eg/books?id=hAItCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA83&lpg=PA83&dq=Beyond+Suburbia:+The+Rise+of+
the+Technoburb&source=bl&ots=ON4-
G34eZj&sig=nyzCkuM5tGyawfoaVnFZiVUCNCQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiuzJnWibHTAhULsBQKHRTiD6UQ6AEI
NjAD#v=onepage&q&f=false 
171 Ibid 
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highways, and would be designed as “places of cooperative exchange, not only of 
commodities, but of cultural facilities”172 as well. Finally, this design would eventually 
strip the city of its entertaining function which would probably lead to the disappearance 
of the city itself.  
Utopia Turns into Dystopia 
In his essay “Beyond Suburbia: The Rise of the Technoburb”, Robert Fishman describes 
Wells’ and Wright’s imaginaries as ‘utopian’, “an image of the future presented as 
somehow inevitable yet without any sustained  attention to how it would actually be 
achieved.”173 In his novel, Towfik attempts to show the horrible consequences of utopia 
as imagined by Wells and Wright. In the novel, Utopia is depicted as a castle of 
consumption that is protected by giant gates and retired marine officers. This urban 
enclave is divided into zones: The parks, schools, worship places, palaces, malls and an 
airport. The rich in Utopia “made their money from the Others’ flesh- from their dreams, 
their hopes their pride and their health.”174  The older generation in Utopia is composed 
of businessmen who monopolize major industries, and offer their products to the huge 
market outside Utopia at high prices. Their abandoned wives spend most of their time 
shopping in the malls to overcome their emotional and physical distress. Their kids, now 
teenagers, are extremely bored of their smooth and adventure-less lives. Sex and drugs 
are available anytime and for everyone in this contained world. The only mistake that 
Utopian youth are not supposed to make is destroying the property of their neighbors. 
When this happens, the parents formally meet to compensate each other and internally 
 
172 Ibid 
173 Ibid 
174 Towfik, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation, Doha, 2011. P. 12. The text in 
Arabic: ".مهتحص و مهئايربك و مهلامآ و مهملاحأ ورايغلأا محل نم مهتاورث اوعنص دقل" 
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resolve the conflict. Fearing public dissent, the Utopians established an airport inside 
their gates to facilitate their escape outside of the country in case of social turmoil. 
“Then the private airport: the airport is there, of course, so that you won’t be 
forced to go outside. In the past, my people were obsessed by the notion of having to flee 
to the airport if the Others on the outside revolted- the trip to the airport would be 
difficult, terrifying and dangerous. The Others would block the path of their cars and rip 
their passengers to shreds.”175 
Contrary to Wells’ and Wright’s views, the city outside Utopia does not 
disappear. Wells assumed that the diffusion of the prosperous classes into the new urban 
regions would, by default, attract the less affluent, working classes outside the city in 
search for job opportunities in the new regions. Thus, the old city would be emptied of 
both the rich and poor populations alike who would scatter on a wide landscape of the 
new urban regions.176 This vision does not materialize in Towfik’s Utopia due to two 
main reasons. First, the prosperous classes did not fairly accumulate their wealth, but they 
benefited from the state corruption and negligence in building their business empires. 
Second, and as a result of the injustices inflicted by Utopia in the first place, the rich 
appropriated all means of transportation and communication in this world, which 
hindered the mobility of the poor within their own city, and limited their opportunity to 
diffuse into Utopia and work there. Wells and Wright’s models were built on the 
multiplicity of villages that would stretch along the length of the countryside; hence, 
offering more jobs to the working classes. But Towfik’s Utopia is the only urban and 
affluent center in an impoverished circumference. The social structure that Towfik draws 
 
175 Ibid. P. 13. The text in Arabic:  يموق ىلع رطيسي ناك يضاملا يف ..جورخلل رطضت لا ىتح اعبط راطم كانه ..يلخادلا راطملا مث"
 و تارايسلا قيرط رايغلأا ضرتعي فوس ..ةرطخ و ةعيرم و ةقاش نوكتس راطملا ةلحر ..اوراث جراخلاب نيرخلآا نأ ول راطملل برهلا سجاه
".اهيف نم نوقزمي 
176 Wells, H. G. Anticipations of the Reaction of Mechanical and Scientific Progress upon Human Life and Thought. 
Harper, New York, 1902. P.57. 
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in his novel resembles what Sabry Hafez describes as a “dinosaur-shaped social structure: 
a tiny head—the super-rich—presiding over an ever-growing body of poverty and 
discontent.”177 This tiny center permits a little group of workers to commute daily 
between Utopia and Cairo to do the jobs that Utopians are not supposed to do. This 
leaves the wider population of Cairo jobless and with no economic opportunity at all. 
Towfik’s Utopia, therefore, depicts the probable segregation of a great city. It is not the 
probable diffusion of the most affluent outside the city that makes up for the dystopian 
side of Wells and Wright’s utopia, but how the diffusion takes place and who pays for its 
cost. In Egypt, the poor pays for the cost of the diffusion of the rich into their gated 
communities, this is another socio-political product of economic neoliberalization.178   
 “At the beginning of the twenty-first century, in the last census to be held, there were thirty-five 
million Egyptians living below the poverty line. Unemployment, which reached its highest 
global level, stood at ten million. Note that 78 percent of those committing rape were 
unemployed: that is to say, the crime of rape is really a crime by an entire class of society. Not to 
mention, of course, the dissolution of the middle class that, in any society, plays the role of 
graphite rods in nuclear reactors: they slow down the reaction and, if it weren’t for them, the 
reactor would explode.  
(…)  
That is exactly what happened, but the explosion didn’t do away with the wealthy class. It 
decimated what remained of the middle class, and turned society into two poles and two peoples. 
Only the wealthy class realized that there was no life for it unless it became completely isolated, 
following the same logic behind medieval castles, when rulers would hold decadent parties while 
pestilence decimated the sea of poverty outside.”179 
 
177 Hafez, Sabry. “Urban Transformation and Narrative Form”. p.48 
178 Denis, Eric. “Cairo as Neoliberal Capital? From Walled City to Gated Communities.” Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, 
Culture, and Urban Space in the New Globalized Middle East. American University in Cairo Press, Cairo;New York; 
2006. P.14 
179 Towfīq, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.108. The text in Arabic:  رخآ يف و ،نيرشعلا و يداحلا نرقلا لئاوأ يف"
 كانه ناك ،هلمع نكمأ ءاصحإ35 فلا طخ تحت نوشيعي يرصم نويلم( ةيملاعلا اهتلادعم ىلعأ ىلإ تلصو يتلا ةلاطبلا تناك اذك و ،رق10  نييلام
 نأ ظحلا )لطاع78 نابوذ نم نم عبطلاب كعد .عمنجملل باصتغا ةقيقحلا يف يه باصتغلاا ةميرج نأ يأ ..نولطاع باصتغلاا يبكترم نم %
لاعافملا يف تيفارجلا نابضق رود عمتجم يأ يف بعلت يتلا ىطسولا ةقبطلا ةقبط لاب عمتجم ..لعافملا رجفنلا اهلاولو لعافتلا ئطبت اهنإ ..ةيرذلا ت
..راجفنلال لهؤم عمتجم وه ىطسو 
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In his article “Cairo as Neoliberal Capital? From Walled City to Gated 
Communities”, Eric Denis (2006) explains that, as a phenomenon, gated communities 
started in Egypt in 1994 when the Ministry of Housing began to sell lots of land on the 
desert margins of Cairo. This action was preceded by Egypt’s approval to implement the 
Economic Reform and Structural Adjustment Program dictated by the IMF and the World 
Bank. This program aimed at transforming the economic apparatus in Egypt through 
different economic policies and tools. Privatization was one of the essential tools of 
economic reform because it aimed at eliminating the burden of both public sector and 
public services.180 In order to stimulate the flow of capital, the state “opened vast 
expanses of territory to be divided up amongst a handful of private developers”181, 
privatizing an area that exceeded hundred square kilometers of Egypt’s once public land 
(till the year 2006)182. Accordingly, “dozens of luxury gated communities, accompanied 
by golf courses, amusement parks, clinics, and private universities have burgeoned along 
the beltways like their siblings, the shopping malls.”183 Shortly after, the supply of 
luxurious communities exceeded the demand of middle class Cairenes.184 Eric Denis 
argues that, in order to create a need, “promoters (of gated communities) exploit more 
 
)...( 
لا تلافحلا نوميقي ماكحلا ناك امدنع ىطسولا نورقلا علاق قطنم سفنب و ،لماكلاب لزعنت ملام اهل ةايح لا هنأ ةيرثلا ةقبطلا تكردأ طقف امنيب ةنجام
 كتفي نوعاطلا".يجراخلا رقفلا طيحمب  
180 Denis, Eric. “Cairo as Neoliberal Capital? From Walled City to Gated Communities” Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, 
Culture, and Urban Space in the New Globalized Middle East. American University in Cairo Press, Cairo;New York. 
2006. P. 58 
181 Ibid 
182 Ibid. P.49 
183 Ibid 
184 Ibid. P.52 
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and more the stigmatization of the ‘street’ spread by the media on a global scale, and 
finally of the Arab metropolis as a terrorist risk factory that is necessarily Islamic.”185  
Creating an Internal Other: Throwback to the Nineties 
The process of risk construction and criminalizing an internal other, as Diane Singerman 
(2011) argues, is political in nature and “can only be understood within the context of 
increased economic, political and social polarization in Egypt.”186 After the liberalization 
of the economy, the state has abandoned its responsibility of building public housing for 
the lower income population, and both the state and the private sector built affordable and 
luxurious housing for the middle and upper classes. As a result, the lower income 
population has built informal housing mostly on agricultural land. Despite the huge 
expanding of informal areas, the state did not address this problem except after it posed a 
political threat.187 Various Islamic groups were growing inside the informal housing belt, 
but the Islamic Group (al-Gama’a al-Islamiah) in Imbaba was especially dangerous 
because it was operating within Cairo and was using a violent rhetoric. The clash 
between the Islamic Group and the state was inevitable especially after the 1992 
earthquake which hit Egypt severely and exposed both the poor housing infrastructure 
and the poor disaster relief modalities practiced by the state in the face of such 
catastrophe. Accordingly, various Islamic groups had filled the vacuum of the 
government authority and raised donations for the affected households. These measures 
 
185 Ibid. P.49 
186 Singerman, Diane. “The Seige of Imbaba, Egypt’s Internal ‘Other,’ and the Criminalization of Politics.”  Cairo 
Contested: Governance, Urban Space, and Global Modernity. I.B.Tauris, London, 2011. P.111 
187 Ibid.115 
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encouraged the Islamic Group in Imbaba, as claimed by many scholars, to confront the 
state and announce the establishment of the Islamic state, the Emirate of Imbaba.188 
Aware of both the ideological and material threat posed by the Islamic Group, the 
regime had, in Marx words, to reproduce its conditions of production.189 Therefore, it 
employed both its repressive and ideological state apparatuses to crush the competing 
group. On the 8th of December 1992, Imbaba was besieged by 16,000 security personnel 
led by 2,000 officers. Over a period of six weeks, few people were killed and “hundreds 
of local residents were arbitrarily arrested, harassed and imprisoned.”190  On the other 
hand, the state’s media criminalized the whole population of informal areas across Egypt, 
describing them as “backward, dangerous (and) uncivilized other.”191 In Singerman 
words, “The stigmatization of whole communities has a political utility and calculus to it 
that can often be quite effective, in the short term, for shoring up weak regimes and 
avoiding responsibility of difficult national problems.”192 
It was therefore in the interest of both the state and investors to associate the city 
with poverty, violence and criminality. This risk constructing discourse legitimizes the 
erection of borders and walls. As Blakely and Synder (1997) argue “the setting of 
boundaries is always a political act”193 because it determines both the inclusion and 
exclusion of social groups in and from the gated community. Being a sociopolitical 
 
188 Ibid. P.114 
189 Althusser, Louis. “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses.” “Lenin and Philosophy” and Other Essays. 1970. 
Translated from French by: Ben Brewster. P.1 
190 Singerman, Diane. P.113 
191 Ibid. P.116 
192 Ibid. P.112 
193 Blakely, Edward J., and Mary G. Snyder. Fortress America: Gated Communities in the United States. Brookings 
Institution Press, Washington, D.C, 1997. P.1 
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product of neoliberalism, “the gated communities, as a spatial plan, authorize the elites 
who live there to continue the forced march for economic, oligopolistic liberalization, 
without redistribution, while protecting themselves from the ill effects of its pollution and 
its risks.”194 
 
Map 10- Urban fabric ruptured in Cairo 
While Towfik imagined Utopia to exist almost two hundred kilometers away from 
Cairo, the neoliberal reality has ruptured the urban fabric of the city itself by expanding 
Cairo to the east and west deserts. The above map shows the fragmentation taking place 
within the city space, with the rich inhabiting desert communities in New Cairo and Sixth 
of October settlements, and the poor inhabiting informal communities established on 
agricultural and desert lands near the center. It was expected that the 2011 revolution in 
Egypt would put an end to this spatial injustice; however, the real estate market, as Mona 
Abaza (2016) argues, has continued to flourish after the revolution.195 In the aftermath of 
 
194 Denis, Eric. “Cairo as Neoliberal Capital? From Walled City to Gated Communities.” P.50 
195 Abaza, Mona. "Violence, Dramaturgical Repertoires and Neoliberal Imaginaries in Cairo." Theory, Culture & 
Society, vol. 33, n° 7-8, 2016, pp. 111-135. P.111-112 
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the revolution, the authority of the army has further consolidated. Through its control of 
desert land, the army has become more visibly involved in the real estate sector 
especially after “recently taking over the supervision of the new capital city and Sheikh 
Zayed, extending to some 16,000 acres.”196 On the other hand, and as Abaza’s argument 
continues, the escalating violence taking place inside the city center between the 
revolutionaries and the counter revolutionary groups has contributed to the increasing 
centrifugal power expelling the well –to- do classes to the desert cities which aspire to 
“replicate the utopia of Dubai” in Cairo. As a result, class divisions continued to grow 
even more widely after the revolution. 
“There’s a social imbalance that had led to the state we’re in, but it’s an imbalance that should 
continue. Everyone who tries to reform it risks losing us everything. This is a situation like 
McCarthyism in the United States, when Americans in the last century felt that they had to defeat 
every leftist trend because it threatened their very existence.”197  
 
Rupturing the Urban Fabric: The City as a Battlefield 
The urban space is completely ruptured in Utopia with the society bluntly divided 
between the haves and have nots. The city of Cairo is disintegrated by poverty which 
erodes morals “just as metal is corroded by dripping water”198. This deteriorating 
condition further justifies the isolation of the rich behind the gates: 
“After a minute in this world, I concluded that these people were just pretending to be alive. 
They pretend they’re eating meat, and pretend that they’re drinking alcohol, and of course they 
pretend they’re drunk and have forgotten their problems. They pretend they have the right to err 
and sin. 
 
196 Ibid. P.113 
197 Towfīq, Ahmed Khaledand Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.7. The text in Arabic: هنكل و ،هيف نحن ام ىلإ ىدأ يعامتجإ للخ كانه" 
اكيرملأا رعش امدنع ،ةدحتملا تايلاولا يف ةيثراكملاب هيبش عضو اذه .ءيش لك دقفن نأب فزاجي حلاصلإا لواحي نم لك ..رمتسي نأ بجي للخن  يف
".هتاذ مهنايك ددهت اهنلأ ةيراسي ةعزن لك اورهقي نأ مهيلع نأ يضاملا نرقلا 
198 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.37. The text in Arabic: ندعملا لكآتي امك رقفلا يف لكآتت قلاخلأا نكل" 
".ءاملا هقوف رطقي يذلا 
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They pretend to be human. 
Only then did I understand why we isolated ourselves in Utopia.”199 
Obviously, the two opposing narrative poles in this novel are Utopia, the gated 
community, and Cairo. It is interesting to see how the city developed across the three 
works discussed in this thesis. In The Heron, the two opposing narrative poles are Imbaba 
and downtown. Despite being physically connected to the city through bridges, tramway 
and buses, Imbaba, the working class neighborhood, was implicitly isolated from the rest 
of the city. In Being Abbas El Abd, the two opposing narrative poles are the middle class 
Cairene narrator, who isolates himself mostly in his flat, and the city itself which is both 
the subject and object of economic violence. With the decay of the middle class in 
Utopia, the rich depart the city and isolate themselves in a gated community in the desert. 
The borders between one social group and the other become physically concretized and 
securitized by Marine officers. The gates, ID checks and heavy armors militarize the city, 
and completely eliminate the urban experience of its inhabitants on both sides because 
any attempt to cross the borders of Utopia is cruelly stopped.  
“I saw him standing, worn out by exhaustion. With the loss of blood and hunger wearing him 
down, he couldn’t undertake this pursuit to the end. I saw him bend over, his palms on his knees, 
trying to catch his breath. Then I saw him look up as the helicopter slowly and calmly circled 
around him. It had all the time in the world: there is no target clearer than an unarmed man in the 
sands of the desert. A man worn out by running. A man worn out by hunger. A man worn out by 
desperation.”200 
 
199 Ibid. P.37. The text in Arabic: نورهاظتي ..ءايحأ مهنأب نورهاظتي موقلا ءلاؤه نأ وه ملاعلا اذه يف ةقيقد دعب اهل تلصوت يتلا ةصلاخلا" 
يطخلا يف قحلا مهل نأب نورهاظتي ..مهلكاشم اوسن و اولمث مهنأب نورهاظتي عبطلاب و ،ارمخ نوبرشي مهنأب نورهاظتي و امحل نولكأي مهنأب ..للزلا و ةئ
..رشب مهنأب نورهاظتي"ايبوتي يف انسفن انلزع اذامل مهفأ طقف نلآا .  
200 Ibid. P.4. The text in Arabic: ةدراطملا هذه ضوخي نأ هنكمي لا هب ناكتفي نيذللا عوجلا و مدلا رقفل ..بعتلا هكهنأ دق و فقوتي وهو هتيأر" 
نيب ىلعلأ رظني هتيأر مث ،ءاوهلل ابلط هيتبكرب هيفك قصليل ينحني هتيأر ..ةياهنلل لا ..تقولا لك اهعم نإ ..قلق نود و ةدؤت يف هلوح رودت رتبكويلهلا ام
"....طونقلا هكهنأ لجر ..عوجلا هكهنأ لجر ..ضكرلا هكهنأ لجر ..ءارحصلا لامر طسو حلاسلا نم درجم لجر نم حضوأ فده دجوي 
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The city of Cairo in Utopia does not disappear but transforms to a battlefield. 
After being a target of economic violence in Being Abbas El Abd, the city in Utopia is 
militarily targeted. Militarization of urban space is a term used by urban theorists to refer 
to the measures borrowed from military to limit movement inside the city space. These 
measures vary according to the anticipated threats from road blocks and barbered wires to 
tanks, armored vehicles and fortified walls.201 In their joint paper “Living Beirut’s 
Security Zones: An Investigation of the Modalities and Practice of Urban Security”, 
Fawaz, Harb and Gharbieh (2012) argue that “militarization of urban space “threatens the 
very core of what urbanization means in terms of encounters with strangers, the freedom 
of anonymity, or the potential of political action for which the city has long been 
celebrated.”   
Denied of the urban experience and its associated excitement, the youth in Utopia 
have devised their own experience in the city. For the youth in Utopia, hunting people 
has become a test of manhood where one sneaks the gates, hunts a man and amputates 
one of his limbs as a valuable souvenir to show to his peers. By the end of the adventure, 
he calls his parents to send a helicopter which collects him and his hunt. 
“Azuz entered the ruined buildings to relieve himself one night, when three guys from Utopia 
seized him. They were forced to kill him when they were unable to abduct him. Three powerfully 
built young men with cruelty, coldness and condescension in their eyes. 
People here only found out what had happened to him when they saw the Marines’ helicopter 
circling over the ruins, its bright searchlights sweeping over the place. At that point, they knew 
that one of them had fallen. 
 
201 Fawaz, Mona, Harb, Mona   and Gharbieh, Ahmad. "Living Beirut's Security Zones: An Investigation of the 
Modalities and Practice of Urban Security: Living Beirut's Security Zones." City & Society, vol. 24, n° 2, 2012, pp. 
173-195. P.176 
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People began pelting the helicopter with stones, and Mursi pulled out the pistol he had 
manufactured himself in a metal shop and fired off two shots at the helicopter. 
The noisy beast rose higher as it pointed its searchlights in every direction, and then descended a 
little, making it possible for them to see a Marine sitting by helicopter’s open door. He had 
placed the machine gun between his thighs and began firing bullets indiscriminately at the angry 
crowd. 
A lot of them fell dead. Mursi himself fell dead. 
The helicopter entered the ruins, then a rope-ladder dangled from it. The three guys climbed out 
the ladder, shouting wildly, and then the machine ascended. The sons of bitches thought they 
were acting in a Hollywood movie about the Vietnam War. The boys got inside the helicopter 
and they looked down on the angry crowds. One of them brandished something bloody in his 
hand as he let out a stream of curses. 
(…) 
The helicopter moved off into the distance. 
But it left behind more blind, black hatred that could find no outlet to pour itself into.”202 
 In his paper “Vertical Security in the Megacity Legibility, Mobility and Aerial 
Politics”, Peter Adey (2010) explains that “the desire for the helicopter’s elevation has a 
background in colonial history, high modernist planning and authoritarian regimes.”203 
The helicopter gives a distant perspective that makes the city legible and provides 
“situational awareness of the battlefield.”204 As a tool, the helicopter avoids ground 
involvement and targets the city from afar, “symbolically realizing the social 
 
202 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P. 77 & 78. The text in Arabic: يف هتجاح يضقيل بئارخلا لخد زوزع "
رب و ةوسق مهنويع يف ةينبلا ءايوقأ ةيتف ةثلاث .هفطخ نم اونكمتي مل امدنع هلتقل اورطضا ..ايبوتي نم ةثلاث هب رفظ امدنع ةليللا كلت مل ..لاعت و دو
ناكملا حسمت ةعطاسلا اهتافاشك و ،بئارخلا قوف قلحت زنيراملا ةرئاط اوأر امدنع لاإ هب لح ام اوفرعي سانلا حار ..طقس مهدحأ نأ اوفرع اهدنع .
مزملا شحولا عفترا ..ةرئاطلا ىلع نيتقلط قلطأ و ،ةطارخ ةشرو يف هعنصب ماق يذلا سدسملا )يسرم( جرخأ و ،ةراجحلاب رتبوكويلهلا نوفذقي و رج
اب ىلع سلاجلا زنيراملا يدنج اوري نأ مهنكمأ و ،لايلق طبه مث ،هاجتا لك يف هتافاشك بوصي وه نيب ةيللآا ةيقدنبلا عضو دق و حوتفملا ةرئاطلا ب
هنم ىلدتي مث ،بئارخلا ىلإ لخدت ةرئاطلا و ..هتاذ )يسرم( طفس ..نوريثك طقس ..نيبضاغلا عومج ىلع زييمت لاب صاصرلا قلطي حارو ،هيذخف ملس ا
ئاطلا عفترت مث ،ةيشحو تاخرص نوخرصي مه و ملسلا ةثلاثلا ةيتفلا قلستي ..لابحلا نم برح نع ايكيرمأ امليف نولثمي مهنأ اوبسح بلكلا دلاوأ ..ةر
...( ..ةئيذب ةبس قلطأ و هدي يف ماد ءيشب حول مهدحأ ..ةبضاغلا عومجلا ىلإ ىلعأ نم نورظني مه و ةرئاطلا لخاد اوراص ةيتفلا ..مانتيف تدعتبا )
انق دجي لا يذلا دوسلأا ىمعلأا دقحلا نم ديزملا تكرت اهنكل ..ةرئاطلا"...اهيف ليسيل ة  
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abandonment that renders the favela population ‘non-citizens’, targets and unforeseen or 
‘unpreventable’ collateral damage. What is left is a life constantly exposed to death.”205 
Hunting takes place three times in the novel: In Bab al-Shi‘riya,206 Ataba207 and 
Shubra.208 The three neighborhoods are old, popular, crowded and are described in the 
novel as informal.209 Thus, the helicopter is needed to make such urban mesh legible to 
the intruders. 
Despite being the most affluent, powerful and mobile, the youth of Utopia do not 
acquire an urban experience in Cairo. Their experience is more of a colonial one. After 
the city has transformed into a battlefield, those who are still capable of traversing the 
borders are mostly colonialists. It is important now to note that both The Heron and Being 
Abbas El Abd subtly predicted this colonial development of the city. On the eve of the 
Students’ Movement in 1972, Yusif al-Naggar’s friend Abd al-Qadir told him about 
“how society had changed, and how its people, soil, and trees were there to be exploited 
by whoever was willing and able.”210 In Being Abbas El Abd, the narrator explains that 
“anyone who reads the history of most Third World countries will discover a painful 
tragedy. Many have been liberated by the revolution from the ‘foreign occupier’ only to 
fall into the clutches of the ‘national occupier.’”211 National Occupation is thus one of the 
main threats that concerned the writers of the city. In order to produce its conditions of 
production, the ideology is reinforced by the repressive power of undemocratic regimes. 
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The more repression is applied, the more the city disintegrates. The more the city 
develops into a battlefield, the more the urban experience of its inhabitants transforms 
into a colonial one. In such contested space, social mediators become surrounded by ever 
growing hostile forces which reject any attempt to mediate between the two opposite 
worlds. 
The Third Narrative Pole 
The narrative unfolds as Alaa, the narrator from Utopia, pursue to beat his boredom by 
undertaking the test of manhood. He and his girlfriend Germinal manage to steal the IDs and 
clothes of two workers in Utopia and ride a bus that carries the workers back to their 
neighborhoods. The bus stops at Shubra where they start their search for a suitable hunt. Alaa 
finds his prey in Somaya, a prostitute standing at the door of one of the shacks. He approaches 
her and agrees to take her in the ruins, but when they are alone and he attacks her, he and 
Germinal are discovered by the guys who watch over Somaya. The guys would have torn them 
apart, but the sudden intervention of Gaber rescues them. 
Gaber is a survivor of the apocalypse. He is a university graduate who entered 
college at the turn of the 21st century, but couldn’t find any job afterwards. However, his 
relationship with books continued and reading has made him a cultured man “in an 
environment that isn’t his own.”212 To pursue a powerful position, Gaber joins Abd el-
Zahir’s gang. Despite being a thug, Abd el-Zaher is a good guy who protects Gaber and 
his sister Safyia.  Worried that Safyia would go hungry, steal or turn to a prostitute, 
Gaber continues to live and adapt to such crushing circumstances. The boundaries of 
 
212 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.83. The text in Arabic: سيل طسو يف فقثملا زارطلا نم هنأ دقتعأ"
"هطسو 
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Gaber’s world are confined between the underground metro stations where he meets Abd 
el-Zahir’s gang, and his shack where he lives and Safyia at a walking distance from the 
metro line. It is worth noting that this confined mobility is of class character, where 
inhabitants of Shubra cannot afford going outside the neighborhood because they lack 
both connections and means of transport. 
 
Map11- The boundaries of Gaber’s world: The black line indicates Shubra Street. The orange circle is the 
first subway station, the purple one is Saint Teresa station. The red circle indicates Gaber’s shack (the 
place of the shack is not clearly determined in Shubra, however, I choose to locate it at a walking 
distance from the subway station) 
 On that night, when Gaber sees Alaa and Germinal surrounded by the angry men, 
Germinal reminds him of his sister. That is why he manages to disperse the crowd and 
offers to shelter the guy and the girl from Utopia under his roof. 
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Figure 1- The field of power in Utopia 
The above diagram is inspired by Moretti’s visualization of the fields of power in 
Lost Illusions.In his diagram, Moretti maps the places where characters meet and interact. 
He concludes that all spaces include some groups because they exclude the others, “and 
much of Balzac’s pathos lies percisely in the invisible class lines; in the pressures and 
counterpressures to traverse them, or to reject the ambitious intruder.”213 In Utopia, Alaa 
and Germinal are intruders to the Others’ territory. If discovered, they will be violently 
rejected. Being a cultured man, Gaber protects them, and is therefore threatened by el-
Sergani, Somaya’s uncle and employer, to inform Abd el-Zaher about the two strangers. 
“I wasn’t worried about Bayoumi. I was worried about Abd el-Zahir. 
Bayoumi and his gang were the enemy and they always represented a danger, while Abd el-Zahir 
and his gang were the source of my protection and prestige. If they turned against me, then I’d be 
done for.”214 
Gaber is the third narrative pole. “He intersects the narrative line, and changes its 
course.”215 If it was not for his intervention, Alaa and Germinal would have been killed at 
 
213 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.113 
214 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.122. The text in Arabic: مه لمحأ تنك ..)يمويب( مه لمحأ نكأ مل" 
ف رطخ مه و ،ءادعلأا نولثمي هتلش و يمويب ..)رهاظلا دبع( ولو ،يذوقن و يتيامح ردصم مه هتلش و )رهاظلا دبع( امنيب ،نمز لك و تقو لك ي
"..عئاض انأف يلع اوبلقنا 
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the very beginning of their adventure in the territory of the Others. Like Yusif al-Naggar 
in The Heron, his middle position between Utopia and Cairo is facilitated by being a 
cultured man who does not belong to either place. Gaber describes his position and says: 
“In every situation, I am strange, different, peculiar, foolish, uncomfertable and 
unitegrated.”216 He is well informed of the history of Utopia and its injustices, but at the 
same time he does not resolve to violence or revenge because he hated bloodshed. This is 
not an easy choice in such polarized environment.  
As a third narrative pole, Gaber is surrounded by hostile forces that pressure him 
to take opposite actions. On one hand, his own safety demands he dismisses Alaa and 
Germinal from his home, but doing so would expose both of them to humilation and 
violence. In her article “On Affect and Emotion as Dissent: The Kifāya Rhetoric in Pre-
Revolutionary Egyptian Literature”, Christian Junge (2015) argues that “Gaber has not 
internalized the totalitarian dystopian system like the inhabitants of both Utopia and 
Shubra. Thus, in the midst of total decay, he preserves political memory and resists moral 
corruption.”217 Gaber hates violence, and this hatred is his sole proof that he is still a 
human being. To stay human is his only line of defense against both Utopia and the 
Others: 
 “But in fact, I don’t want bloodshed. I don’t want people killed. That’s the sticking point for 
everything: the sole proof I have that I am still human, and haven’t turned into a hyena. In that 
 
215 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.108 
216 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.109. The text in Arabic: قمحأ ذاش فلتخم بيرغ انأ عضوم لك يف" 
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regard, I’m superior to them. I’m superior to my family and neighbours. I’m superior to what I 
was yesterday.  
I don’t want bloodshed. I don’t want people killed. 
The most important thing is that every moment makes me feel that the points of similarity 
between us are quite strong. 
Here and there, we’re both in love with violence. 
Here and there, we both love drugs. 
Here and there, we both avidly watch movies about rape. 
Here and there, we both talk about religion all the time. 
There they take drugs to escape boredom. 
There they practice their religion because they are afraid of losing all of that, and they don’t 
know why or how they deserved it. 
Here we take drugs to forget the agony of the moment. 
Here we practice our religion because we can’t stand the thought that our efforts are nothing but 
scattered dust with no value. The human mind can’t endure a terrifying idea like that, otherwise 
it would go mad. 
So I don’t want bloodshed. I don’t want people killed.”218 
Despite, or may be because of being isolated, the two worlds developed in similar 
patterns. Both worlds resolved to violence and were dehumanizied. Segregation 
facilitates the process of dehumanization which happens, according to social psychology, 
when “the others are thought not to possess the same feelings, thoughts, values and 
purposes in life that we do,”219 which then could lead to an abusive and destructive 
 
218 Ibid. The text in Arabic: يننأ ينربخي يذلا ديحولا ليلدلا ..ءيش لك ددحت يتلا ةطقنلا يه هذه ..ىلتق ديرأ لا ..امد ديرأ لا لعفلاب ينكل " 
بض ىلإ لوحتأ مل و ايمدآ تلزام ..ىلتق ديرأ لا ..امد ديرأ لا ..سمأ هتنك ام ىلع قوفتأ ..يناريج و يلهأ ىلع قوفتأ ..امهيلع قوفتأ اذه يف يننإ .ع
ه انلاك .تاردخملا بحن كانه و انه انلاك ..فنعلا قشعن كانه و انه انلاك .ادج ةيوق اننيب هباشتلا هوجو نأب ينرعشت ةظحل لك نأ مهلأا كانه و ان
لاا ملافأ ىرنمهنلأ نيدلا نوفرتحي كانه ..للملا نم اورفيل تاردخملا نوطاعتي كانه ..تقولا ةليط نيدلا نع ملكتن كانه و انه انلاك ..مهن يف باصتغ 
لا ..نمث لاب ءابه انتاناعم نوكت نأ قيطن لا اننلأ نيدلا فرتحن انه .هوقحتسا فيك لاو اذامل نوفرعي لا مه و ،هلك اذه عيضي نأ نوشخيا لقع لا يرشبل
"...ىلتق ديرأ لا ..امد ديرأ لا اذهل ..نج لاإ و هذهك ةعورم ةركف لمحتي 
219 Zimbardo, Philip G. The Lucifer Effect: Understanding How Good People Turn Evil. Random House, New York, 
2007. P.223 
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behavior towards them.220 Not only does dehumanization facilitate an abusive and violent 
behavior, but it also gradually transforms the dehumanizer into a subhuman. According to 
Martin Buber’s philosophy, “humanized relationships are "I-Thou," while dehumanized 
relationships are "I—It." Over time, the dehumanizing agent is often sucked into the 
negativity of the experience, and then the "I" itself changes, to produce an "It-It" 
relationship between objects, or between agency and victim.”221 
“Gaber said that it wouldn’t interest me to know everything, which I would agree with. 
Following the activities of cockroaches is only interesting to entomologists. 
I wouldn’t ask her about anything. I wouldn’t ask her why she ripped up old school notebooks or 
why she cut up cardboard boxes. I wouldn’t ask her about the black liquid or why she collected 
broken matchsticks. I wouldn’t ask her about mending plastic or scraping pieces of soap. I 
wouldn’t ask about the water in the battery or tearing the sponge. 
Cockroaches.”222 
Gaber plots Alaa and Germinal’s escape to their world, this time through tunnels 
that the Others dug to connect them to Utopia. Again, the metaphor of the battlefield 
emerges. The borders of both worlds cannot be simply crossed; they can only be 
infringed.  
 
220 Ibid. P.224 
221 Ibid. P.223 
222 Towfīk, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.87, 88. The text in Arabic: لك فرعأ نأ ينمهي لا هنإ )رباج( لاق "
رادملا تاسارك قيزمت نع اهلأسأ نل ..ءيش نع اهلأسأ نل .تارشحلا ءاملعل لاإ ةيمهأ تاذ ريصارصلا تاطاشن ةعباتم تسيل .ييأر اذه و ءيش س
ىوقملا قرولا بلع عيطقت ببس نع لاو ،ةميدقلا كيتسلابلا ماحل نع اهلأسأ نل ..ةفلاتلا باقثلا داوعأ عمج ببس نع لاو دوسلأا لئاسلا نع اهلأسأ نل ..
"..ريصارص ..فيللا قيزمت لاو ةيراطبلا يف ءاملا نع لأسأ نل ..نوباص عطق يرب لاو 
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Map 12- The movement of Gaber between Shubra and Utopia 
This story could have been about Alaa if he could give up on his colonial pursuit 
and replace it with an urban one. Unlike the circular journey of Lois Lowry, Alaa does 
not depart Utopia psycollogically. He could not traverse the class lines and see Gaber and 
Safyia as humans. He raped Safyia and killed Gaber, and in this pursuit, he dehumanized 
himself. 
The two different poles do not unify in Utopia; on the contrary, they confront 
each other. Shocked by the news of Gaber’s assasination, the Others revolt and advance 
toward the gates. There is more than one possible end to this story, all of which were 
highlighted in the narrative. The Others could storm into Utopia like the French stormed 
the Bastille,223 or the crowds could disperse “after the first five hundred causalities” fall 
as the Marine officer anticipates224. Both scenarios do not save the city from its new 
framing as a battlefield, and do not permit a different relationship to emerge between the 
conflicting social groups; one that is based on justice and not exploitation. This time both 
 
223 Ibid.  P.71 
224 Ibid. P.156 
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the city and the gated community are defeated. It is a no-win situation for both the 
colonized and the colonizers. 
An Afternote 
Given that Towfik writes to overcome his fears, therefore one can easily assume that 
Utopia was inspired by angst. In his interview with Bilal Fadl, Towfik describes Utopia 
as psychological pus225, and explains in a second interview that he is concerned about the 
increasing polarization in Egypt.226  In a third one he elaborates that the novel was based 
partially on a true story. This is the story that Towfik tells: 
“A young man from a relatively poor family had got into university to study engineering. His 
parents had saved a lot of money to give him this start in life. He was invited by fellow students 
to visit one of these enclaves. They were out swimming, and some rich people were playing on 
jet skis. The student was hit by one of these jet skis and killed. There was no investigation or 
trial. The rich are above that.” 227 
As an old reader of Towfik, I can tell that Abir Abd al-Rahman, the heroine of 
Fantazia, and Gaber, the protagonist of Utopia share one central quality, that is, both 
cannot endure life without dreaming: “To wait for something. To be denied it. To shut 
your eyes at night and hope for something. To be promised something…”228 Dreams are 
central in this literary world which is shaped in relation to their presence or absence. It 
thus appears to me that the main fear that sparks Utopia is losing the ability to dream.  
Analyzing The Heron, Being Abbas El Abd and Utopia, I am afraid to conclude 
that neoliberalism threatens the very act of dreaming. In The Heron, the novel ends with 
 
225  ةقيقدلا نم .يناثلا ءزجلا .بتكلا ريصع جمانرب7:08 تح و ى7:23 :ةقلحلا طبار .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVmtWvN4IhU 
226 .ةريزجلا ةانق .عادبإ ةلاح جمانرب .قيفوت دلاخ دمحأ.د عم ءاقل14  ىتحو14:34 
227 Morgan,Cheryl. The World SF blog.  
228 Towfik, Ahmed Khaled, and Chip Rossetti. Utopia. P.52. The text in Arabic:  قلغت نأ ..ءيش نم مرُحت نأ ..ائيش رظتنت نأ"
".ءيشب ادعو ىقلتت نأ ..ائيش رظتنت تنأ و لايل كينيع 
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“The night was over. The calm had prevailed, like these dreams, began to retreat.”229 In 
Being Abbas El Abd we are told that “Hell, to simplify shamelessly, (is) being bereft of 
options.”230 And in Utopia, there is Gaber who only allows himself the privilege of 
dreaming while dying.  What this suggests is that the neoliberal dream is not a democratic 
one. Not in the sense that the benefits of the neoliberal policies would not trickle down to 
everyone, but in the sense that it suppresses the notion that “man can make himself-- that 
we are what we choose to be.”231 Collectively, the neoliberal dream makes “bread, 
freedom, dignity and justice” impossible because the way it is realized, in this nation and 
many others, is based on injustice and segregation. 
The Others revolt in Utopia, and their revolt was echoed three years later in 
Tahrir Square. Revolution, in this sense, is an act of dreaming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
229 Aslan, Ibrahim, and Elliott Colla. The Heron. P.157 
230Alaidy, Ahmed, and Humphrey T. Davies. Being Abbas El Abd. P.97 
231 Hafez, Sabry. “Urban Transformation and Narrative Form.” P.57 
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The city of Cairo is made legible through the characters pursuit to escape. Yusif 
al-Naggar attempts to escape the scandal that Fatma might cause him if he failed to prove 
his manhood to her. The narrator in Being Abbas El Abd escapes isolation by going on a 
double blind date, and Alaa in Utopia escapes boredom by going on a hunting adventure 
in the territory of the Others. In the Atlas of the European Novel, Moretti describes the 
movement of Lucien, the protagonist of Lost Illusions as “less one of movement, than of 
frustrated movement.”232 The same description applies to the movement of the three 
Cairene protagonists who do not ‘desire’ women or money, but they escape isolation with 
its different manifestations. It is stressed in the different chapters that the essence of 
urbanization is one’s ability to encounter strangers. This encounter is largely restricted in 
Cairo because neoliberalism concretizes class lines preventing the majority of the 
population from meeting, communicating or knowing one another. Given that the novel, 
in Benedict Anderson words, “provide the technical apparatus “for ‘re-presenting’ the 
kind of imagined community that is the nation;”233 therefore, the three novels could be 
read as opening the confined urban space to readers from different backgrounds, and 
creating a different imaginary than the stigmatizing one propagated by the formal 
discourse and the mass media. 
I wrote in the introduction of this thesis that the 2011 revolution inspires the 
whole work, and that I write to explore how it happened, why it happened, and why it 
ceased to happen again. It appears to me now that I have always been concerned with 
 
232 Moretti, Franco. Atlas of the European Novel. P.90 
233 Anderson, Benedict R. O. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism.P.25 
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exclusion, and it surprises me that my urban experience was largely shaped by this 
concern. 
 
Map 13- My movement in Cairo 
I was born on the 28th of February 1986 in Nasr City. I belong to a middle class 
family in which I am the youngest member. I was a quiet child and a very shy one. May 
be this was the real reason why I loved reading. Stories helped me know people without 
putting an effort in getting introduced to them. Writing was inevitable, and with writing 
came the desire to publish my work. At high school, I crossed the first psychological 
barrier and worked as a journalist for a magazine which was located in Mohandessin. I 
spent three summers working in the same place without talking to any of my colleagues. 
Two of them liked what I wrote and were curious to know me. For these two I will be 
forever indebted because they taught me basic communication skills, introduced me to 
subway lines, and encouraged me to explore the world of microbuses in which I became 
an expert in no time. 
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The world of journalism soon rejected me. I lacked some skills, and wasn’t 
passionate about this type of writing; thus, I retreated to my medical studies and prepared 
myself to a different life. Luckily, I found by chance an announcement of a summer 
school held in the Faculty of Economics and Political Science in Cairo University. The 
summer school is called Namaa for Sustainable Development. Namaa was my gate to 
learn about social injustice, and to connect with people who fight against it on social, 
political, and economic levels. The city of Cairo expanded before my eyes through 
community work. The space of downtown became familiar to me because this was where 
we held our activities. Participating and volunteering in Namaa allowed me to visit 
Manshit Naṣṣir, Masakin Alzilzal, Ain Shams, Ezbat al-nasr, Dahab Island and many 
more urban ghettos across Cairo and Egypt. I didn’t realize how stigmatizing and 
arrogant the official discourse was except when I got to know the people and know their 
stories. I was the third narrative pole in my story because I could move easily and fluidly 
between two opposing worlds. It was quite natural then to march from Nahia to Tahrir on 
the 25th of January 2011. If it wasn’t for the development field, I couldn’t have seen the 
injustices that my family paid every effort to shield me from. If it wasn’t for Namaa and 
other activities, I wouldn’t have been connected to this huge network of people who filled 
the square for 18 beautiful days. I think it needs more than courage to participate in a 
revolution; it needs an urban experience for people to occupy the streets. During the 
eighteen days, and despite being very supportive of the revolution, my father could not 
stay in Tahrir square because he didn’t have a previous urban experience in the city 
space. After years of confiscating the public space and concretizing class differences, he 
could not find a place to sit in, or someone to talk to. His connections in the city were 
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very limited that, amid this collective moment, he, like Yusif al-Naggar, felt odd and out 
of place. 
The neoliberal policies expropriate the urban experience of Cairenes, through 
erecting both psychological and physical borders. In her paper “Walls, Segregating 
Downtown Cairo and the Mohammed Mahmud Street Graffiti”, Mona Abaza (2013) 
explains that “erecting and destroying walls (…) became a powerful symbol of SCAF 
(Supreme Council of Armed Forces) and police force oppression as well as of 
resistance.”234 Mona Abaza refers primarily to the walls erected in the circumference of 
downtown after the revolution to protect the Ministry of Interior; however, the practice of 
‘zoning’ and ‘dividing’ Cairo had long existed before the revolution as indicated along 
the length of this work. What is important to highlight here is the rising resistance for 
walls, by the very act of gathering in Tahrir, and by the Graffiti drawn on the huge 
concrete blocks that divided the streets of downtown. As I write I recall when in the wake 
of Port Said massacre235, protesters marched from al-Ahly Club in Gezira to the Ministry 
of Interior in downtown. The ministry then was completely surrounded by walls, but the 
protesters managed to make a small hole between the blocks where one can cross to the 
other side of the street. What is funny here is that one of the protesters wrote on this 
block "ةرغثلا" (the gap), which immediately brought to the mind the memory of the 1973 
war when Israel counterattacked Egypt through a gap between the Egyptian 2nd and 3rd 
Armies. But what is sad about this story that the war metaphor was employed in such 
 
234 Abaza, Mona. "Walls, Segregating Downtown Cairo and the Mohammed Mahmud Street Graffiti." Theory, 
Culture & Society, vol. 30, n° 1, 2013, pp. 122-139. P.128. 
235 On the 1st of February, 2012, 74 people were killed in Port Said Stadium after thousands of thugs stormed into 
the stadium attacking the Ahly Club fans with bottles, stones, knives and fireworks while the police forces watched 
silently and refused to open the gates of the place. 
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local context. Walls were then perceived by the people as a military measure that is 
directed against them. 
The fate of the third narrative pole in the three novels was an unfortunate one. 
Yusif al-Naggar retreated to Imbaba, Abbas El Abd committed suicide and Gaber was 
killed. Being surrounded by opposing forces has subjected the three protagonists to 
hostilities that made it impossible for them to keep their mediating position between the 
two conflicting worlds. In my story, my mediating position has granted me scholarship to 
study at AUC four years ago. In August 2013, I was preparing for a new learning journey 
when a friend of mine was detained for his political affiliation. My friend’s name is 
Ahmed, and he too was a third narrative pole in a different story. Ahmed was crushed 
between the Muslim Brotherhood and the army. During the past four years, we both 
learnt a lot about neoliberalism. I, through reading about it and experiencing the 
centrifugal force that expelled me out of the city, and him through being indefinitely 
detained in Tura Prison. I learnt that erecting borders is a political act, but I didn’t 
mention the walls of prisons throughout this thesis. In the 1990s, Mubarak regime built 
al-Aqrab prison complex to detain his political opponents,236 and the current regime has 
approved the construction of 19 new prisons to accommodate the rising population of 
prisoners in this country.237 A whole population is made invisible with very few and risky 
chances of social mediation between the inside and the outside. The two narrative poles 
of my story changed. I am no longer mediating between the bourgeoisie and the 
 
236 “Aqrab Prison: a prison for collective punishment Violation of visitation rights threatens prisoners’ safety”. 
Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights. Thursday, 2 June, 2016. Retrieved at: 
https://eipr.org/en/press/2016/06/aqrab-prison-prison-collective-punishment-violation-visitation-rights-threatens 
237 “Egypt has built 19 new prisons in five years - Rights group.” Aswat Masriya. Monday 05-09-2016. Retrieved at: 
http://en.aswatmasriya.com/news/details/17661 
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inhabitants of the urban ghettos. I stand in front of the castle-like gates of the Central 
Prison Complex, waiting for a chance to smuggle a letter or a book to my friends inside. 
Writing about them is not an option because most probably they would be humiliated by 
the guards if they are made visible. The space granted for third poles in this story is 
limited and risky and does not allow much room for one to maneuver.  
 “Specific stories are the product of specific places.”238 Exile literature, as Edward 
Said explains, “Contains heroic, romantic, glorious, and even triumphant episodes in 
exile’s life, (but) these are no more than efforts meant to overcome the crippling sorrow 
of estrangement.”239 Neoliberalism, in a similar manner, has produced a wealth of stories 
that are meant to overcome the effects of segregation in the city space. Despite this 
wealth, I shall never be grateful to the crippling sorrow it overwhelmed my life with.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
238 Moretti, Franco. P.100 
239 Said, Edward W. Reflections on Exile and Other Essays. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass, 2000. P.137. 
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